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Asymptotic expansions are established for the power of distribution-
free tests in the two-sample problem. These expansions are then used to 
obtain deficiencies in the sense of Hodges and Lehmann for distribution-
free tests with respect to their parametric competitors and for the esti-
mators of shift associated with these tests. 
1. Introduction. Let xl' x2, ... , XN, N = m + n, be independent random 
variables such that xl' ... , xm are identically distributed with common distri-
bution function F and density f and xm+l' ... , XN are identically distributed 
with distribution function G and density g. For N = 2, 3, .. . and 0 < e ~ 
m jN ~ 1 - c < I, consider the problem of testing the hypothesis F = G against 
a sequence of alternatives that is contiguous to the hypothesis. The level a of 
the sequence of tests is fixed in (0, 1 ). Standard tests for this two-sample problem 
are linear rank tests and permutation tests and expressions for the limiting powers 
of such tests are well known. In this paper we shall establish asymptotic expan-
sions to order N- 1 for the powers rr,v of such tests, i.e., expressions of the form 
rrN = C0 + c 1 N- > + C2,N N- 1 + o(N- 1). Of course this involves finding similar 
expansions for the distribution function of the test statistic under the hypothesis 
as well as under contiguous alternatives. For simplicity we shall eventually 
limit our discussion to contiguous location alternatives. Extension of the results 
to general contiguous alternatives is straightforward but messy . 
A number of authors have computed formal expansions for the distributions 
of various two-sample rank statistics without proof of their validity. Their pur-
pose was to obtain better numerical approximations for the critical value of the 
test statistic and the power of the test than can be provided by the usual normal 
approximation. For an account of this work we refer to a review paper of Bickel 
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(1974), which incidentally also contains a short preview of the present paper 
including a brief description of the expansion of the distribution function of the 
two-sample linear rank statistic under the hypothesis (cf. Corollary 2.1 in the 
present paper). This result was also proved independently by Robinson ( 1977) . 
An earlier proof by Rogers ( 1971) for the special case of the two-sample Wilcoxon 
statistic under the hypothesis unfortunately appears to contain a nontrivial error. 
We shall not discuss the numerical aspects of the expansions we obtain but 
we shall concentrate on a rather delicate type of asymptotic comparison of the 
power functions of various parametric and nonparametric tests . Consider two 
sequences of tests {TN} and {T/} for the same hypothesis at the same fixed 
level a. Let n.v(8 .v) and n.,'(8 N) denote the powers of these tests against the same 
sequence of contiguous alternatives parametrized by a parameter 8. If TN is 
more powerful than T/ we search for a number k .v = N + d.v such that 
nN(8 .v) = n~N(8 .v )· Here k .v and d v are treated as continuous variables, the power 
-:r.v' being defined for real N by linear interpolation between consecutive integers. 
The quantity d.v was named the deficiency of {T/} with respect to TN by Hodges 
and Lehmann ( 1970), who introduced this concept and initiated its study. Of 
course , in many cases of interest d.v is analytically intractable and one can only 
study its asymptotic behavior as N tends to infinity. 
Suppose that for N ~co, the ratio NfkN tends to a limit e, the asymptotic 
relative efficiency of {T.v'} with respect to {T.v}· If 0 < e < 1, we have d.v ,.._, 
(e - 1 - 1 )Nand further asymptotic information about d.v is not particularly reveal-
ing. On the other hand, if e = l, the asymptotic behavior of d.v (which may 
now be anything from o( 1) to o (N)) does provide important additional infor-
mation. Of special interest is the case where d.v tends to a finite limit. 
Asymptotic expansions for the power of the type we discussed above are pre-
cisely what is needed for an asymptotic evaluation of d.v · With the aid of such 
expansions we arrive at the following results. L'!t F be a distribution function 
with density f, let b be a positive real number and define () N = bN- ~ . Consider 
the problem of testing the hypothesis (F, F) against the sequence of simple 
alternatives (F(. + f:::. .v 8.v), F(. - (1 - I:::. N)8N)) at level a . Let dN denote the 
deficiency of the locally most powerful rank test with respect to the most power-
ful test for this problem. For the rank test the power is independent of !:::. N but 
for the most powerful test it is not and ' we choose f:::. .v in such a way that the 
power of the most powerful test is minimal. Under certain regularity conditions 
on F we establish an expansion for d v with remainder o ( 1 ). To indicate the 
qualitative behavior of d.v it suffices to note that the expansion is of the form 
( 1. 1) 
where 1¥1 = f'(F - 1)/f(F - 1), a 2 indicates a variance, U j:N denotes the jth order 
statistic of a sample of size N from a uniform distribution on (0, 1) and 
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dN,o = 0(1). Alternatively we may write 
(1.2) 1 i 1-_N- 1 (W'(t))2t(1- t)dt + d + o(1) ~1IJ'l2(t)dt)Nl 1 N,O 
+ O(N-~ ~~--"i- 1 (W/(t))2{t(1- t)}~dt), 
where W/ is the derivative of 1¥1• If we replace the exact scores -EW1(Ui:N) in 
the locally most powerful rank test by the corresponding approximate scores 
-W1(j/(N + 1)), then (1.1) changes to 
(1.3) dN = ~ w)(t)dt I:f=l E{Wl(Uj:N)- Wl(j/(N + 1))Y + dN,O + o(1) 
and ( 1.2) continues to hold. Thus the asymptotic behavior of dN is governed 
by that of the first term in these expansions and under the conditions imposed, 
all we can say is that it is o(Nt) but not o(1). Typically, however, it will be 
0(1) or only slightly larger than that. By taking F to be a normal distribution 
we find that the deficiency of both the normal scores test and van der Waerden's 
test with respect to the test based on the difference of the sample means for 
contiguous normal location alternatives is asymptotic to log log N. For logistic 
shift alternatives the deficiency of Wilcoxon's test with respect to the most 
powerful parametric test tends to a finite limit. Turning to distributionfree 
tests other than rank tests , we find that for contiguous normal location alter-
natives the deficiency of the permutation test based on the sample means with 
respect to Student's test tends to zero for N ~ =. 
If the locally most powerful rank test for shift has nondecreasing scores, 
then there exists a corresponding Hodges-Lehmann estimator of shift in the 
two-sample problem (cf. Hodges and Lehmann (1963)). There is a similar cor-
respondence between the locally most powerful parametric test for shift and the 
maximum likelihood estimator of shift in the two-sample problem. We shall 
exploit this correspondence to obtain asymptotic expansions for the distribution 
functions of these estimators. We shall show that, when suitably defined, the 
deficiency of the Hodges-Lehmann estimator associated with the locally most 
powerful rank test with respect to the maximum likelihood estimator is asymp-
totically equivalent to the deficiency of ,the parent tests for a = !· 
This paper is thus the natural counterpart of Albers, Bickel and van Zwet 
( ABZ) ( 1976) where exactly the same programme is carried out for the one-
sample problem. Without exception the results are also qualitatively the same but 
contrary to what one might think at first sight, this in itself is rather surprising. 
Of course there is a strong similarity between the one- and two-sample cases 
but there is also one major difference. In the nonparametric one-sample loca-
tion problem the underlying distribution is always symmetric both under the 
hypothesis and under the alternative. Because of this symmetry, the power 
expansions for contiguous location alternatives do not contain a term of order 
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N-'- for any of the parametric or nonparametric tests considered. Since atten-
tion is restricted to sequences of tests {TN} and {T.v'} with asymptotic relative 
efficiency I, the leading terms of the power expansions coincide and these 
expansions must therefore be of the form rrs = c0 + c2 ,NN- 1 + o(N- 1) and 
rr / = c0 + c~ ,N N- 1 + o (N- 1). In the comparison of rank tests T,v' with parametric 
tests TN it is found that the deficiency dN is of the order of N(rrN - rr/) = 
(c 2 ,N - c; ,N) + o(l) = o(N1). In the two-sample problem, however, the under-
lying distributions are not required to be symmetric and as a result the power 
expansions do in general contain a term of order N-'-. It is not clear a priori 
that this term should be the same in each expansion and because dN is again of 
the order of N(rrN- rr / ), one should expect dN to be of the order N!. It turns 
out, however, that for the most powerful test, the locally most powerful test, 
the locally most powerful rank test and its approximate scores analogue, the 
term of order N-'- in the power expansion for contiguous location alternatives is 
in fact the same for each of these four tests. Borrowing a phrase from Pfanzagl 
( 1977) who noted the same phenomenon for the (asymmetric) parametric one-
sample problem, first order efficiency apparently implies second order efficiency 
in these cases. It follows that again dN is of the order of ( c2 ,.v - c~ .N ) and since 
c2,N and c;, N exhibit precisely the same asymptotic behavior as in the one-sample 
case, our deficiency results are qualitatively the same as in ABZ ( 1976). The 
reader should note that Pfazagl's concept of second order efficiency ~hich in 
general implies d.v = o(N'- ), is different from Rao's concept of second order 
efficiency as discussed in Efron (1975), which is more in the nature of dN = o(l). 
This difference in terminology is not as illogical as it may seem because Rao's 
concept is related to the asymptotic performance of an estimator M N as measured 
by the asymptotic variance of N'-M.v and expansions for this quantity are typically 
in powers of N-1 rather than N-!. 
Throughout this paper we shall draw heavily on the techniques developed 
for the one-sample case in ABZ ( 1976) but several new difficulties appear that 
make the two-sample case essentially more complicated. The main source of 
trouble is the occurrence of terms of order N-! in our expansions. Not only 
do they make the actual computation of the expansions much more laborious, 
but their presence also poses a number of technical problems that are hard to 
handle under the conditions imposed, which are comparable to those in ABZ 
( 1976). Another complicating factor is that the distribution theory for the two-
sample rank statistic is more involved than for its one-sample counterpart. In 
the one-sample case a conditioning argument reduces the rank statistic to a 
weighted sum of independent Bernoulli random variables. A similar argument 
in the two-sample case leads to the much less manageable random variable 
indicated below. 
In Section 2 we point out that for arbitrary F and G, the conditional distri-
bution of the two-sample linear rank statistic given the order statistics of the 
combined sample is the same as the distribution of the sample sum in a rejective 
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sampling scheme. We establish an expansion for the distribution function of 
such a sample sum which may be of interest in its own right. As a corollary 
we obtain an expansion for the distribution function of the rank statistic under 
the hypothesis. In Section 3 we return to general F and G and obtain an un-
conditional expansion for the distribution function of the rank statistic. We 
specialize to contiguous location alternatives in Section 4 and derive an expan-
sion for the power of the rank test. In Section 5 we deal with the important 
case where the scores are exact or approximate scores generated by a smooth 
function. The permutation test based on the sample means is discussed in Sec-
tion 6. The results on deficiencies of distributionfree tests are contained in 
Section 7. Section 8 is devoted to estimators. Some technical results are dealt 
with in the appendix. 
2. An expansion for the conditional distribution of two-sample rank statistics 
and its application to rejective sampling. Let xl' x2, ... , XN, N = m + n, be 
independent random variables (rv's) such that xi' ... , xm are identically distri-
buted (i.d.) with common distribution function (df) F and density f and 
xm+l' ... , XN are i.d. with common df G and density g. Let zl < z2 < ... < ZN 
denote the order statistics of Xi> .. · , X N ' define the anti ranks Dl' D 2, ••• , D N 
by XDj = zj and let 
(2.1) if m + 1 ~ Di ~ N 
otherwise. 
For a specified vector of scores a = (aP a2, . ··,aN) define a two-sample rank 
statistic by 
(2.2) 
Our aim is to obtain an asymptotic expansion as N ---+ oo for the distribution of 
T for suitable sequences of pairs of df's (FN, GN), arrays of scores {ai, N}, 1 ~ 
j ~ N, and sample sizes (mN, nN). As in Albers, Bickel and van Zwet (ABZ) 
( 1976) we shall suppress dependence on N whenever possible and formally present 
our results in terms of error bounds for fixed, but arbitrary, values of N. 
Under the null-hypothesis that F = Cf, 
for any vector (v1, ••• , v N) with m coordinates equal to 0 and n coordinates equal 
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n 
.:1 = - , 
N 
c(P) = 2:: IIf=l pjwi(1 - Pi)l-wj' 
and the summation is over all vectors (w1 , ••. , wN) consisting of m zeros and n 
ones. 
Let wl, w2, ... , WNbeindependentrv'swithP(Wj = 1)= 1-P(Wi=O)=Pi• 
1 ;£ j ;£ N. Suppose that 
(2.7) Pi = 0 for at most m indices j 
for at most n indices j Pi= 1 
and consider the conditional distribution of 2:: aiWJ given that 2:: Wi = n. Note 
that if we replace p = (p1 , • • ·, pN) by P = (P~' · · ·, PN), then this is the distri-
bution of T given Z. For general p this distribution is of interest in its own 
right since 2:: ai WJ given L: WJ = n is the sample sum we obtain when we use 
a rejective sampling scheme with parameters p~' · . ·, PN in selecting a sample of 
size n from the sampling frame {a~' a2, ••• , aN} (see Hajek (1964) for details). 
Define 
(2.8) p(t, p) = E(exp{itN-! L: f=l ai(Wj- Pi)} I L:f=l wi = n)' 
(2.9) R(x,p) = P(N-t l: f=1 ai(Wi- Pi);£ xl l: f=1 Wi = n). 
Our program for obtaining an Edgeworth expansion for the df ofT parallels in 
part that of ABZ ( 1976). We obtain a formula for p. From this formula we 
obtain an expansion for p which we can rigorously translate into an Edgeworth 
expansion for R. Because of the connection with rejective sampling we isolate 
this result as the only theorem in this section. In the next section we proceed 
with our main program and obtain an expansion for the df ofT by replacing p 
by P and taking the expectation of the resulting expression. We begin with 




cf;(s, t, p) = exp{isN- ! I: /=1 (pi-.:1)} IIf= 1 [Pi exp{iN-!(1-pJ)(s+a/)} 
+ (1- PJ)exp{-iN-!pi(s + ait)}], 
~J(t, p) = \':.~t t cf;(s, t, p) ds, 
c(p) = 2:: II f='IPiwi(l - Pi)l-wj, 
where the last summation is over all vectors (w 1, • • ·, wN) consisting of m zeros and n 
ones. Then, if (2. 7) is satisfied, 
(2 . 13) p(t, p) = __ I - \ ::.~ tt cf;(s, t, p) ds = ~J(t, p) 
2rrc(p)N' ~J(O, p) 
PROOF. Begin with the identity 
E(exp{iN-![s 2:: (Wi - Pi)+ t 2:: ai(Wj- Pi)]}) 
= L:t'=o E(exp{itN-! 2:: ai(Wi- Pi)} I 2:: wi = k) 
x P(L: Wi = k) exp{isN-!(k- I: Pi)}. 
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Because the system {(2rrN!)- 1 exp (iksN-7): k = 0, ±I, ... } is orthonormal on 
[ -rrN!, rrN!] this implies 
p(t, p) = (2rrN!P(L, Wi = n))-1 ~~~~ exp{isN-! I; (Pi- A)} 
X E(exp{iN-! I: (s + ait)(Wi- pi)})ds. 
Elementary considerations now yield (2.13). D 
Note that if Pi = A for all j (which corresponds to the null-hypothesis in the 
two-sample problem) our formula agrees with that of Erdos and Renyi for ran-
dom sampling without replacement (cf. Renyi (1970), page 462). In fact their 
result motivated our approach. 
In our asymptotic study of ¢, l.l and p we shall repeatedly come across the 







w(p) = N-! ,L:f=1 (Pi - A), 
(J\p) = N-1 l:f=1 Pi( I -Pi)' 
ii(p) = l:f=1 Pi( I - Pi)a),L:f=1 Pi( I -Pi),. 
r:2(P) = N-1 l:f=1 Pi( I - Pi)(ai - ii(p))2 
= N-1 ,L:f=1 Pi( I - Pi)a/- (J2(p)ii2(p)' 
K3,i(p) = N-1 I;f=1 p;(l- Pi)(l- 2pi)(ai- ii(p))i, i = 0, I, 2, 3, 
K4,i(p) = N-1 I;f=1 Pi( I - Pi)(l - 6pi + 6p/)(ai - ii(p))i, 
i = 0, I, ... , 4. 
In this notation we shall suppress the dependence on p when this is convenient. 
Let l denote Lebesgue measure on R 1 and define 
(2.20) r(s, (, p) = l{x: 3j jx- aij < (, s ~Pi~ I - s}. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that positive numbers c, C, o and s exist such that 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
r:2(p) ~ c, ~ ,L:f=1 a/ ~ C, 
r(s, (, p) ~ oN( for some ( ~ N-! log N. 
Then there exist positive numbers b, Band~ depending only on c, C, o and s such that 
(2.23) jcp(s, t, p)j ~ BN-PiogN 
for all pairs (s, t) such that jsj ~ rrNiz, jtj ~ bN! and either jsj ~ log (N + 1) or 
jtj ~ log (N + 1). 
PROOF. 
(2.24) 
l¢(s, t,p)j = I1f= 1 [1- 2pi(l- Pi){l- cos(N-!(s + ait))}]! 
~ exp {-I: f= 1 pi( I -pi)[ ~N-1( s + ai t)2 - -i4 N- 2(s + ai t)4]} 
~ exp {- t[ r: 2t2 + (] 2( s + iit)2] 
+ l~N-1[N- 1 .L:f=1 (ai - ii)4t4 + (s + iit)4]}. 
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Now (2.21) ensures that 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
a2(p) ~ Nr4(p)J'EJ=l a/ ~ C- 1c2 , 
lii(p) l ~ [ N-1 I: ~'= 1 a/]t ;az(p) ~ c-zC i , 
and by (2.21), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) we conclude that there exist positive bj! 
Band p depending only on c and C such that for lsi ~ b 1 N ~ and it i ~ b1 Nl 
(2.27) 
Next note that (2.25) and (2.21) imply that the number of indices j for which 
Pi( I -pi)~ ~C2/C is at least 2Nc2fC and the number of j for which !ai l ~ (Cfc)' 
is at least N- Nc 2 jC. Hence the number of indices j for which !ail ~ (Cfc)' 
and pi( I - pJ ~ ~c2fC is at least Nc 2fC. Put b2 = ~b1(cjC) ~ and we see that if 
b1 N ' ~ lsi ~ rr:N' and it i ~ b2 N\ then for at least Nc 2jC indices j 
[1- 2pi(I- pi){l- cos(N- ~ (s + ai t))}] ~I- c2C-1 {1- cos(~~)}. 
Combining this with (2.27) we see that it only remains to be shown that positive 
numbers b, B and f3 exist depending only on c, C, o and e and such that (2.23) 
holds for lsi ~ rr:N' and (b1 1\ b2)N' ~ it! ~ bNt . For this we can appeal to the 
corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 2.2 in ABZ ( 1976) with only minor 
modifications. 0 
Define functions flk(p), 1 ~ k ~ 6, and Ak(p), 0 ~ k ~ 6, by 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
w 1 w 2 3w w 3 
fll = - , !12 = - - - , f13 = - - - , 
a 2 a2 a• a4 a6 
3 6w 2 w• 
f1 4 = 4 - -6 + -~ , 
a a a 
_ 15w 10w3 + (J} /15 - - 6- - -8- 1o , 
a a a 
N-' N-1 2 
Ao = 1 + - 6- "3,o f13 + n(3K4,0 f14 - /C3, of16), 
N-' N- 1 
Al = - - 2- "3, !!12 + --u- (2K4,J!13 - K3,0/C3,lf15), 
N-! N- 1 2 
A2 = - - 2- K3 ,2fl! + ~ { -6K4,2f12 + (2K3,0 /C3,2 + 3K3, l)f14}, 
N -1 N-l 
A3 = - 6- "3 ,3 + 36 { -6K4,3 fl l + (K3, oK3 ,3 + 9K3,1K3 ,2)f13}, 
N-l 
As= -- "~ 3, 72 ' 
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where we have suppressed the dependence on p. We shall show that 
(2 .30) _ (2rr)l { wz(p) r 2(p)t'j } l.i(t,p) = -- exp - - -- - - iw(p)ii(p)t L; %= 0 A.(p)(it)k 
a(p) 2a2(p) 2 
is an asymptotic expansion for l.i(t, p) . 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that positive numbers c, C, o and o exist such that (2.21) 
and (2.22) are satisfied. Then there exist positive numbers b, B and (3 depending 
only on c, C, o and o such that for It! ~ bN~ , 
(2.31) !v(t,p)- D(t,p) ! ~ B [(N-~ + N -li t i5) exp { _c~2 } + N- fi logx] . 
PROOF. In this proof b, b;. Bi, Pi and N0 denote appropriately chosen positive 
numbers depending only on c, C, o and s. 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in ABZ (1976) we find by Taylor 
expansion of log ¢ that if Is + a1 t! ~ !rrN! for all j, then 
(2.32) 
where 
¢(s, t, p) 
N- 2 } + - - 'L. PP - p1)(1 - 6p1 + 6p/ )(s + a1 t)' + M1(s, t , p) , 24 
!M 1(s, t,p) ! ~ C 1 N-l I: Is + a1 t!5 
~ 16C1(N- !W I:: !a1 -iii"+ N - l! s + iit !" ) 
for some absolute constant C1• Now (2.21) and (2 .26) imply that N - 1 I: Ja1 - ilJ3, 
N- 1 I: !a1 - ii j4 , N-i max !a1! and N-l I:: !a1 - iW are bounded. Using (2 .21) 
and (2.25) we find that for all lsi ~ b1 N ! and it! ~ b1 Nt 
N -i N -2 - 2t2 + a2(s + aty 
_ 6_ I: Is + a1 W + 24 I:: (s + a1 t)' + !M 1(s , t,p) ! ~ ~ -- -4 - - . 
Hence further expansion of part of the exponential in (2. 32) shows that 
(2.33) ¢ (s, t, p) = 1}(s, t, p) + M 2(s, t, p) 
(2.34) - 2pi )(s + ai ry 
+ ~~2 L; pAl- Pi )( I- 6pi + 6p/ )(s + a1 t)' 
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(2.35) 
and M3 is a polynomial in t and (s + iit) of fixed degree with coefficients 
depending only on c and C. Therefore, for ltl ~ b1 Nt, 
(2.36) ~ _ { ct2 } ~~i~N~ I<P(s, t , p)- ¢(s, t , p) l ds ~ B1(N-i + N- l ltl 5) exp - 8 . 
Next we show that for ltl ~ b1 N t , 
(2 . 37) 
(2 .38) 
~ b ~ N~;;; I s i :SrrN! 1</'(s, t,p) l ds ~ B2N-P2 JogN' 
~ l s i <;;& J N! I¢J(s, t, P)l ds ~ B3N-P3 JogN . 
For N ~ N 0 , (2. 37) is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and since I <P I ~ 1 we can 
choose B2 so that (2. 37) holds for all N. Because for all sand t 
(2 .39) 
where M4 is a polynomial depending only on c and C, (2.38) follows. Combining 
(2 . 11), (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) we see that for ltl ~ b1 N t 
(2.40) ll.i(t,p)- ~ '::=¢(s, t,p)dsl 
~ B4 [(N -~ + N - lw) exp { _ c~ 2 } + N -P4 togN J. 
A direct application of Lemma 2.2, the fact that I <PI ~ I and (2. 39) show that 
we can choose B4 and {34 so that (2.40) continues to hold for b1 N t ~ ltl ~ bN! 
with bas in Lemma 2.2. 
It remains to be shown that for all s and t 
(2.41) 0(t, p) = ~ '::= ¢(s, t, p) ds. 
This follows by straightforward but tedious computation using the fact that 
for even k 
for odd k . D 
We now turn to our asymptotic expansion for rejective sampling. For 
1 ~ k ~ 6, define functions Qk(p) by 
(2.42) 
Qk = Ak, k = 4, 5, 6 . 
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Let <I> and <P denote the standard normal df and its density and let Hk denote 
the Hermite polynomial of degree k, thus 
(2.43) H0(x) = 1 , H1(x) = x, H2(x) = x2 - 1 , H3(x) = x 3 - 3x, 
H 0(x) = x5 - 10x3 + 15x. 
We shall show that expansions for (2.8) and (2.9) are given by 
(2.44) p(t, p) = exp {- r 2(~)!2 - iw(p)a(p)t} [1 + 2:;~= 1 Qk(p)(it)k], 
(2.45) R(x, p) = <I> ( x + w(p)a(p)) _ <P ( x + w(p)a(p)) 2:1= 1 Qk(p) 
r(p) r(p) (r(p))k 
X H _ ( x + w(p)ii(p)) . 
k 1 r(p) 
Note that pis the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of R, i.e., p(t, p) = ~ eitx dR(x, p). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that positive numbers c, C, D, o and o: exist such that 
(2 .21) and (2.22) are satisfied and 
(2.46) Jw(p)J ;£ D. 
Then there exist positive numbers N0 and B depending only on c, C, D, o and o: such 
that for N f;: N0 , R(x, p) is well defined and 
(2.47) supz JR(x, p) - R(x, p)J ;£ BN-t . 
PROOF. In this proof b, B0 [3, r; and N 0 denote appropriately chosen positive 
numbers depending only on c, C, D, o and o:. 
By (2.21 ), (2.25), (2.26), (2.46) and Lemma 2.3 we have for N ~ N 0 , 
(2.48) Jii(O, p)J f;: r; , Jt;(O, p) - ii(O, p)J ;£ ~ , 
so that Jt;(O, p)J f;: r;/2 > 0. In the first place it follows that for N f;: N0 , c(p) > 0 
and hence (2. 7) is satisfied and R(x, p) is properly defined. We assume that 
N f;: N 0 and we shall show that, with bas in Lemma 2.3, 
(2.49) 
By Esseen's smoothing lemma (Esseen (1945)) this suffices to prove the theorem 
because R( -=, p) = 0, R(=, p) = 1 and the derivative of R with respect to x 
is bounded. 
By (2.21), (2.25), (2.26) and (2.46), p has a bounded derivative with respect 
to t. Also 
\dp~; p)\ ;£ N-'E(J.L; a1(W1 - p1)JJ2: W1 = n) ;£ N-t 2:; Ja1J ~ CiNt. 
Since p(O, p) = p(O, t) = 1, it follows that 
(2.50) ~~;:.21 p(t, p) ~ p(t, p) I dt;;::;; B2N-i. 
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Next we note that (2.21), (2.25) and (2.26) ensure that for all t 
(2. 51) { ct2} Jii(t, p)l ~ B3 exp - 4 . 
Together with (2 . 13), (2.48) and Lemma 2. 3 this implies that for Jtl ~ bN! 
(2.52) l p(t, p) - ~(t, p) I ~~ Jv(t, p)- ii(t, p)l + ~ Jii(t, p) Jiv(O, p)- ii(O, p) J v(O,p) r; r;2 
~ B 4 [ (N-1 + N- lJ tJ 5) exp {- e~2 } + N-PiogN J. 
Again with the aid of (2 .2I), (2.25) (2.26) and (2.46) one can easily check that, 
for I ~ k ~ 6, Qk is obtained from Akf A0 by expanding the denominator and 
discarding all terms of order N-! , i.e . , that IQk - Akf Aol ~ B5 N-( It follows that 
(2.53) l p(t, p)- ~(t, p) I~ B6N-1 exp {-et2} v(O, p) 4 
and combined with (2 . 52) this yields 
(2.54) ~ r2~l t l ~ b N! I p(t, p) ~ p(t, p) I dt ~ B7(N-! log N + N- l) ~ B6 N- l . 
Together with (2 . 50) this proves (2.49) and the theorem. 0 
Two remarks should be made with regard to Theorem 2.I. The first one 
concerns condition (2.46) that does not occur in the preceding lemmas. The 
meaning of this condition is perhaps obscured by the fact that we make it do 
some odd jobs in the proof for which it is not really needed. We use it to show 
that (2 . 7) is satisfied for N ~ N0, but (2.25) ensures that the number of indices j 
with Pi = 0 (or Pi = I) cannot exceed m - c-1e2N + Jw(p)JNi (or n - C- 1eW + 
Jw(p)JNt) so that Jw(p)l ~ C-1eW ~ already implies (2 . 7) for all N. Condition 
(2.46) is also used to obtain (2 .50), but in (2.50) we may replace N- 2 by an 
arbitrarily high power of N- 1 without doing any damage to the proof, and then 
the trivial bound Jw(p)l ~ N~ suffices. Finally we note that since 
(2.55) 
(2.46) forces A to be bounded away frorri 0 and I for large N, which is obviously 
important although it does not show up explicitly in the proof. However, here 
Jw(p)l ~ !C-1eW t would be sufficient. 
The basic function of assumption (2.46), however, is to avoid a large (or 
intermediate) deviation situation that the condition ~ W1 = n would get us into 
if w(p) = N - !(E L: Wi - n) would not be bounded. Technically speaking this 
is reflected in the proof at the point where (2.46) is used to show that v(O, p) is 
bounded away from zero. Also (2.46) ensures that (2.45) provides an expansion 
in powers of N - t to the required order. 
To see what happens when condition (2.46) is relaxed, we prefer not to try to 
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adapt the proof of Theorem 2. 1 but to answer this question more directly by 
remarking that the conditional distribution of I; aJWJ given I; W J = n remains 
unchanged if we replace p by p where PJ/(1 - PJ) = ~PJ/(1 - PJ) 1 ~ j ~ N, 
for some 0 ~ ~ ~ oo . If (2. 7) is satisfied there exists a unique ~ for which 
I; pi = NJ. . Since w(p) = 0 it follows that if (2.21) and (2 .22) are satisfied with 
p replaced by p, then (2.47) holds with R(x, p) instead of R(x, p) . Of course the 
snag is that in general p can only be expressed analytically in terms of p as an 
infinite series. However, if w(p) = O(Na ) for some a<!, then a finite number 
of terms of this series will yield the required degree of accuracy and an explicit 
expansion for R(x, p) can be obtained. If a = 0 this is expansion (2.45) but for 
0 < a < ! more terms have to be included. 
The second remark concerns the remainder O(N- i ) of our expansion. It is 
clear that by requiring that I; [al ~ CN in Theorem 2. 1 one obtains [R - R[ ~ 
BN- ~ log (N + 1). Of course the " natural" order of the remainder is O(N-;) 
and the factor log (N + 1) is due only to technical difficulties in finding the 
conditional expectation of I: aj w j given I: w j = n. 
The special case PJ = )., 1 ~ j ~ N, which is random sampling without 
replacement, is worth singling out because it corresponds to the null-hypothesis 
in the two-sample problem. Let ) denote the vector (J., . . . , J.). For p = ), 
(2.45) simplifies to 
R(x, J.) =<I>(~)- ¢(xjr())) [ J.(1 - J.) HI(~) 
r(J.) 2( I - 2) 2N r(J.) 
(2.56) 
where 
(2.57) - 2( 1 - 2) <2(2) = " .v_ (a . - a )2 N LJ 3-1 3 • , 
(2.58) -( 1) I I: .Y a = a A = ~ ._1 a . . 
• N 3 - 3 
Define, with I denoting Lebesgue measure on R1, 
(2.59) r(() = l{x: 3 j [x - a j l < q . 
For p = J., Theorem 2. 1 yields 
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(2.62) r(() ~oN( for some ( ~ N-1 log N . 
Then there exists B > 0 depending only on c, C, o and e such that 
supx IR(x, l) - R(x, 1)1 ;£ BN-i . 
Note that there is considerable further simplification in (2.56) if we either 
have almost equal sample sizes, i.e . , ,( = t + O(N-i ), or antisymmetric scores, 
i.e . , ai + aN-i+l is constant for all j . The latter happens for the locally most 
powerful rank test against shift alternatives when the underlying distribution 
is symmetric. In either case the H 2 and H 5 terms disappear so that the correc-
tion to the leading normal term is of order N- 1 only and is due solely to a cor-
rection to the variance, the H 1 term , and a kurtosis correction corresponding 
to H3 • 
3. An unconditional expansion. We encounter several difficulties on the way 
to a usable unconditional expansion: 
(i) the distribution of Z is awkward to handle analytically; 
(ii) as in ABZ ( 1976), the random variables obtained by substituting P for 
p in p or R are generally not summable; 
(iii) again as in ABZ ( 1976), final simplification is not possible with our 
present techniques unless we assume that the sequence of alternatives is con-
tiguous to the hypothesis as N --> oo . 
In this section we shall deal with the first two difficulties . Although we do 
not assume contiguity we shall be governed in the form of our expansion, which 
will involve polynomials in (Pi - .(), in the number of terms that we calculate 
and in what we relegate to the remainder by the consideration that we expect 
Pi = ,( + Op(N-2) and ~(Pi - .() = Op(l). 
Recall that we assumed that Xp . . . ' XN are independent, Xp . .. 'xm having 
common density I and xm+l> . .. ' XN having density g . We shall write p for 
probabilities and E for expectations calculated under this model. In addition 
we need to consider an auxiliary model where Xl> . .. , XN are i.i .d. with com-
mon density h = (1 - .()/ + ,(g and df H = (1 - .()F + .(G. We shall write PH 
for probabilities, EH for expectations and a H 2 for variances calculated under 
this second model. 
To simplify our notation we assume from this point on that 
(3 . 1) ~f= 1 ai = 0. 
Since T = ~ (ai - a.) Vi + na. it is obvious how all expansions need to be 
modified if (3.1) does not hold. 
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where 
BN,n{J.) = (~)J-"(1 - J.)N-n. 
PROOF. Under our original model the density of Z at the point z = (z1 , • • ·, zN) 
with Z1 < Z2 < · · · < zN is given by 
I: ITi=rf(zi) llf=m+I g(zi), 
where the sum ranges over all permutations i 1 , • ··,iN of 1, · · ·, N. Under our 
second model this density is 
N! IIf=r [(1 - J.)f(zi) + J.g(zi)]. 
By the Radon-Nikodym theorem and Lemma 2.1, 
E exp {irN-~T} = E :~~·, ~ exp {irN-~ I; aj Pi} 
= E _2J(t, P) ex {irN-~ "'a P.} "' rrm f(Zij2 IIN g(Zij) _1 
H )..!(0, P) p LJ 3 3 LJ ; = I h(Zi .) J=m +I h(Zi .) N! 
) J 
= [B , (J.))-1 E )..!( t' P) exp {UN-~ "' a . P}c(P) 
/1 ·" H )..!(0, P) LJ ) ) ' 
where cis defined by (2.6) or (2.12). The lemma follows from (2.11) and (2.13). 0 
Lemma 3.1 shows that we are concerned with D rather than p, but since D as 
a function of Pis no more summable than p, we still have to face difficulty (ii). 
We do this by showing that D may be replaced by a summable function )..!* out-
side a set that will later be seen to have sufficiently small probability. Define 
where 
A *( ) - 1 + l ["' ( . _ J.)2 _ {"' ( . _ J.)}2 
0 p - 2J.(1 - J.)N LJ p, LJ p, 
- 1 -). + J-2 ] 
6 ' 
a [ 1 - 2}. J A/(p) = N-, I; aipi 1 - I; (Pi- J.) , 
J.(1 - J.) 
A2*(p) = (1 - 2A) "'a.2( . - ,J.)- I: a/ 
2N LJ ' p, 2N2 
X [(1 - 2J.) I; (pi - J.) - J.(1 - J.)] 
1 "' 2( J.)2 ( 1 - 2J.)2 {"' }2 (3.4) - 2N LJ ai Pi- - 2J.(1 - J.)N2 LJ aipi ' 
Aa*(p) = N~} [J.(l- J-)(1- 2J.) I; a/+ (1- 6). + 6J.2) I; a/(Pi- J.) 
- ~ (1 - 2J.) 2 I; a/ L;aipi J, 
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A*( ) = A(I - A)(I - 6A + 6A2) ""a.4 _ A(l - A)(l - 2A) 2 {"" a.2}2 
4 p 24N2 w 3 8N3 w 3 
+ (l ;N:A)2 {L: a/(pj- AW' 
N-1 
A5*(p) = U A(l - A)(l - 2A)2 L; a/ L; a/(pj- A), 
A*( ) = A2(l - A) 2(l - 2A)2 {"" a.3}2. 
6 p 72Na w 3 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that (3.I) holds and positive numbers c, C and c: exist such 
that (2.21) is satisfied and 
(3.5) 
Then there exist positive numbers B and p depending only on c, C and c: such that 
(3.6) Jii(t, p) - J.i*(t, p) J ~ B exp{ - j3 t2}[{N- l + N-i JtJ}{l + N L; (pj - A)4} 
+ N- i {L; (pj _ A)4}] . 
PROOF. For simplicity we make use of order symbols in this proof and O(x) 
will denote a quantity that is bounded by B1 JxJ where B1 depends only on c, C 
and c:. 
Suppose first that Jw(p) J > l. Then (2.21) and (3.5) are easily seen to imply 
that Jl.l*(t, p) J = O(w2(p) exp{ -c:(l - c:)ct2J4}), whereas for ii(t, p) we have the 
bound (2.51). The right-hand side of (3.6), however, contains a term 
BN1w4(p) exp{ - j3 t2} so that the lemma is trivial for Jw(p) J > l. 
We therefore assume that Jw(p) J ~ l. Noting that (J2(p) is bounded away 
from zero (cf. (2.25)), we expand (J- 2, a, <2 and K, ,i about the point pj = A, 
l ~ j ~ N, using elementary inequalities to bound the remainders in terms of 
Nand 
We find 
l [ l _ (I - 2A) L: ( _ A) l L: ( _ A) 2] 
A(l - A) A(l - A)N pj + A(I - A)N pj 
+ O(M1 + M22) 
__ I_ + O(Ml + M) 
A( 1 - A) 1 2 ' 
ii(p) = (l- 2A) L: a .pj + O(M11) = O(M11), 
A( l - A)N 3 
~ 2(p) _- A(l - A) "" 2 + (l - 2A) "" 2( _ ') _ l "" 2( _ ') 2 
' N LJ aj N LJ aj pj A N LJ aj pj A 
- ( l - 2A)2 {"" a }2 O(M 1. ) 
A(l - A)N2 w jpj + 1 ' 
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K3 , 0(p) = A(l - A)(l - 2A) + O(M1! + M2), 
( ) 2A( 1 - A) " . . O(M l) 
"a.J p = N LJ a3p3 + I , 
( ) _ A(l- A)(l- 2A) " 2 O(M l) 
"a,2 P - N LJ a; + 1 , 
( ) _ A( 1 - A)( 1 - 2A) I; 3 ( 1 - 6A + 6A2) I; 3( ') K3 3 p - . a + a . p . - A 
· N 3 N 3 3 
_ 
3(1 ~2 2A)2 I; a/ I; a;P; + O(N lM1l) ( = 0(1)), 
K 4 , 0(p) = A(l - A)(l - 6A + 6A2 ) + O(M1i) , 
Ku(P) = O(M1i ), 
( ) _ A( 1 - A)( 1 - 6A + 6A)2 I; 2 O(M i) 
"4 2 P - a + 1 , 
, N J 
K4 , 3(p) = 0(1), 
"4 ,4(p) = A(l - A)( I;; 6A + 6A2) I; a/+ O(NiMli ) ( = 0(1 )) . 
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To illustrate computations involved we present the argument for "3.3· By (2.21), 
the result for ii(p) and the fact that 0 ;£ M 1 ;£ 1, we have 
K3 ,3(p) = N- 1 I; P;(l - P; )(l - 2p;)a/ 
- 3N- 1ii(p) I; Pi(! -Pi )( I - 2p;)a/ + O(M1l) 
= N-1A(l - A)(l - 2A) I; a/+ N- 1(1 - 6A + 6A 2) I; a/(Pi - A) 
- 3N-2(1 - 2A)2 I: a/ I: ai pi 
+ O(Ml l + N-1 I; JajJa(P; - A)2 + N-1Mli I; a/I P; - AI). 
Holder's inequality and (2.21) imply that 
N-1M1l I; a/IP; - AI ;£ N-1M1i(I; Jai)l )l(NM1 )i = O(M1!), 
N-1 I; Jaj J3(pj - A)Z ;£ N- 1(CN)l I; a/ (Pi - A)Z ;£ CtN-1(NM1 I; a/)! 
= O(NtM ~ ). 
As ii(p) is bounded, K3 , 3(p) is obviously also 0( 1 ). Note that the atypical order 
of the remainder O(N iM1l) originates from the term O(N- 1 I: JaiJ 3(p i - A)2) 
where we have to sacrifice a factor O( N-l) in order to apply Holder's inequality 
and (2.21 ). The same thing occurs for K 4 ,4(p). 
For fliP) defined by (2.28) we find 
( ) - I " ( - A) + O(M l + V!M 2) f11 p - A(l - A)N~ w Pi 1 • 2 , 
fl z(P) = 1 + O(Ml l + Mz + NMzz), 
A( 1 - A) 
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( ) - 3 " ( . - A) + O(M t + NM 2) f.13 P - A2( 1 _ A)Wt Ll PJ 1 2 , 
3 f.14(p) = A2( 1 _ A) 2 + O(M1 t + M2 + NM/), 
f.1 5(p) = O(NiM2) , 
() 15 O(M' M NM 2) f.16 P = A3( I _ A) 3 + 1 + 2 + 2 • 
Straightforward but tedious calculation now yields 
L:~=O Ak(p)(it)k 
- [t (I-2A) "( .-A)-(I-A+A2) ] 
- + 2A(I - A)N Ll PJ 12A(I - A)N 
+ L; aipi it - L; a/ [(1 - 2A) L; (p . - A) - A( 1 - A)](it)2 
N~ 2N2 J 
(3 .7) + 6~! [ A(l - A)(1 - 2A) L; a/+ (1 - 6A + 6A2) L; a/(Pi- A) 
- 3(1 - 2AY L: 2 L: J ('t)3 a. a .p. 1 N J J J 
+ A(~4~2A) [(1 - 6A + 6A2) L: a/- 3(1 ~ 2A)2 {I; a/P] (it)4 
+ A2(I - ~~~3- 2A)z {I; a/}2(it)6 + 0((\W + t4)[N-i + N-iMii] 
+ (1 + t 6 )[N- ~ + N-iM1i + N'M/]). 
Next we expand the remaining factor in (2. 30). Because both r 2(p) and its 
leading term A(l - A)N-1 L: a/ are bounded away from zero, there exists {3 > 0 
depending only on c, C and D, such that 
(2rr)i { w2(p) r2(p)t2 . _ } 
a(p) exp -i;;z(p)- -- i - - zw(p)a(p)t 
= [ 2rr ] ' exp { _ A( 1 - A) L: a .2t 2 } 
A(I - A) 2N J 
X [I- I . {(1- 2A) "[;.(Pi- A)- L: (Pi- A)2+ {I; (Pi- AW} 
2A(I - A)N 
- ( 1 - 2A) i L; (pi- A) L; aipi(it) + - 1 {(1 - 2A) L; a/(Pi- A) 
A(1 - A)N 2N 
- L: a/(Pi - A)2- i/1-=- 2A~~ {I; aipi}2} (it)2 
+ (1 ;N:A)2 {I; a/(Pi- A)l2(it)4] 
+ O(exp{- {3 t 2}[N-~ + NiM1 + N~M24]). 
Multiplication by (3. 7) yields (3.6). 0 
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Here is our first unconditional expansion. Define 
(3.8) p(t) = E exp{itN-l:T}, 
p*(t) = exp {- A(l2~ A) ~ a/t2 } En [ exp{itN-l: ~a; P1} 
(3.9) X { 1 + 2A(1 ~ A)N (~ (P; - A) 2 - {~ (P; - AW) 
+ ~%~rAk*(P)(it)k}l 
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LEMMA 3. 3. Suppose that (3.1) holds and that positive numbers c, C, o, o' and e 
exist with o' < min(!, oj2, c2C-1j4) and such that (2.62) is satisfied and 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
_!_ " a .2 ~ c , N,[_j'_ _!_ " a.' ::::;; C , N,{_j,_ 
Then there exist positive numbers b, B, {3 1 and {32 depending only on c, C, o, o' and 
o: such that for lt l ~ bNi, 
(3.12) lp(t) - p*(t)l ~ B [ exp{ -{31 t2}(N-i + N-iltl) 
X { 1 + N2E ( g(Xr) - 1)4} + N-fi2logNJ. 
H h(Xl) 
PROOF. In this proof we again use 0 symbols that are uniform for fixed c, C, 
o, o' and o:. Note that En{g(X1)jh(X1)} = 1, so that (3.11) and Markov's inequality 
ensure that min (A, 1 - A) ~ e(1 - o'). 
Take a number 13" E (o', min (t, oj2, c2C-1/4) and define the event E by 
E = {o: ~ P; ~ 1 - o: for at least (1 - o")N indices j} 
= {o: ::::;; Ag(X;) ::::;; 1 - o: for at least (1 - o")N indices ;·} . 
- h(X1) -
Applying an exponential bound for binomial probabilities ( cf. Okamoto ( 1958)) 
we find that (3.11) implies 
(3 .13) 
Because A and (1 -A) are bounded away from 0, the same is true for Nl:BN,,.(A). 
Also, (2.10) and (2.11) imply that IJ..I(t, p)l ~ 2rrNl: for all t and p. Hence appli-
cation of Lemma 3.1 shows that 
(3.14) (t) = EnJ..i(t, P) exp{itN-l: I; a1 P;}xe + O(ex {-N(o" _ o')2}) p 2rrN~BN,n(A) p , 
where Xe denotes the indicator of E. 
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Since o" < of2, (2.62) ensures the validity of (2.22) on the set E with o 
replaced by o - 2o". If .2:' denotes summation over those indices j for which 
P; fl [ c, 1 - c] and k denotes the number of these indices, then k ;£ o" N on E 
and as a result 
-r2(P) ~ c(1;; c) [.2: 1=1 (a; - ii(P))2- .2:' (a; - ii(P)Y] 
~ ~( 1 ;; c) [.2: )'=1 a,.Z + N{ii(P)Y- 2 I:' a,.Z- 2k{ii(P)P] 
~ c( 1;; c) [eN- 2{k I:' a/Jl] ~ c(1- c)[c- 2{o"C}!] > 0 
onE, because o" < min(!, c2C- 1f4). 
We have shown that on the set £, a and P satisfy the conditions on a and pin 
Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2. Combining (3.14), (2.31) and (3.6) we obtain 
p(t) = E,t'1.1*(t, P) exp {irN- ! .2: a; P;}XE 
2rcN!B,v,n(2) 
(3 .15) + O(N-~2togN + exp{- j91 t2}[{N- ~ + N-l iti} 
X {1 + NEH I: (Pj - 2)4 } + N- }EH{l: (P; - 2W]) 
for It! ;£ bNi, where b, j91 and {3 2 depend on c, C, o, o' and c only. 
Becauseof(3 .1 3) and the fact that 'V* (t,p) = O(N), (3.15) remains valid if 
we delete X£· Using 
2rcN'B. (2) = [ 2rr ]! (1 - 1 - 2 + 22 ) O(N- 2) 
N,n 2(1 - 2) 122(1 - 2)N + 
one easily verifies that in (3 . 15) the first term on the right may be replaced by 
p*(t) without changing the order of the remainder. Since 
E "(P. - 2)4 = E " (~g(XJ - 2)4 = 2•NE (J(XJ_ - 1)4 H L.J J H L.J h(X;) H h(X1) ' 
EH{L: (P; _ 2)}4 = 24Eu {.2: (~f~:? - 1)r ;£ 324N2Ell (-~f~:?- 1)' , 
the proof of the lemma is complete. D 
Define 
(3.16) 
In the remaining part of this section we obtain a further expansion for p(t) and 
convert this expansion into one for the df ofT. Although we still do not assume 
contiguity, we shall be guided in what terms we include in the remainder by 
the fact that under contiguous alternatives we expect (P; - rr;) to behave roughly 
like OPH(N- 1) . Let 
(3.17) 
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where <I> and ¢ denote the standard normal df and its density, the Hermite poly-
nomials Hk are given by (2.43) and 
(3.18) 
L;an. a - 1 1 
o - {A(l - A) I; a/PN ' 
al/ 2(I; ai Pi) - I; a/EH(Pi - A)2 + (1 - 2A) I; a/(ni - A) 
2A(1 - A) I; a/ 
_ (1- 2A)2{I; aini} 2 + _1_, 
2A2( 1 - A)W I; a/ 2N 
a 2 = ((A(l - A)(l - 2A) I; a/+ (1 - 6A + 6A 2) I; a/(ni- A) 
- 3(1- 2A)W- ' I; a/ I; aini])J(6{A(1- A) I; a/}!), 
a 3 = (A(1 - A)(1 - 6A + 6A2) I; a/- 3A(1 - A)(l - 2A)2N-'{I; a/} 2 
+ 3(1 - 2A)2{I; a/(ni- A)V)/(24{..{(1 - A) I; a/}2), 
a _ (1 - 2A)2 I; a/ I; a/(ni- A) 
4
- 12{..{(1 - A)} t{I; a/J! ' 
a _ (1 - 2A)2{I; a/Y 
5
- 72A(1 - A){I; a/P · 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (3.1) holds and that positive numbers c, C, o and c: 
exist such that (3.10) and (2.62) are satisfied and 
(3.19) 
Then there exists B > 0 depending only on c, C, o and c: such that 
(3.20) 
PROOF. In this proof Bi and pi denote appropriately chosen positive numbers 
depending only on c, C, o and c:. We shall have to consider the rv 
(3.21) 
and we note that 
(3.22) EHIUI3 ;£ N-![L; iaii{EHIPi - nil 3}!)l 
;£ CiN- i[L; {EHIPi - nilapp. 
Since sup. (1 + IK(x)l) ;£ B,(l + EHU2 ) ;£ B,(2 + EHIVI 3) we may assume 
without loss of generality that EHIUI 3 ;£ 1, because otherwise (3.20) is satisfied 
trivially for B = 3B1 Ci. Hence sup. ( 1 + IK(x)l) ;;;; 3B, and similar bounds 
lakl ;£ Bi1 + EH U2) ;£ 3B2 and sup. IK'(x)l ;£ 3B3 hold for a0, • • ·, a5 and for 
the derivative K' of K. 
Take o' = min (t, oj4, C2C-'J8). In view of 1 + IKI ;;;; 3B, it is again no loss 
of generality to assume that EH(g(X,)Jh(X,)- lt;;;; o'c:4J16, because otherwise 
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(3.22) with B = 48B1j(o'c4) is trivially true. Hence by (3.19) and Markov's 
inequality 
p (.1c < J.g(X1) < 1 - 1c) > P (I g(X1) - 11 < lc) > 1 - o' 
H 2 = h( X!) = 2 = H h( X!) = 2 = ' 
so that the conditions of Lemma 3. 3 are satisfied and (3 .12) holds. 
The proof hinges on the expansion 
exp{irN-t I; a1 P1} = exp{irN-t I; a1 rr;J[l + itU + MitU) 2] + O(ltUI3) 
and its truncation to fewer terms. We apply this expansion to (3.9) and in the 
resulting expression we replace P by rr wherever this is possible without giving 
rise to remainder terms that would be awkward to handle at this point. Using 
elementary inequalities to separate out and bound those parts of the remainder 
that depend on the (P1 - J.) rather than on the (P1 - rr;), we arrive at 
(3.23) IP*(t)- p(t)l s B4ltl exp{-;33 t2} [ N-f + N'EH (g(X1) -1)4 + EH\UI3 
- h(X1) 
+ N- 1EH\U I; a/(P1 -rr1)1 +N- 2EH{I; a/(P1-rr;}PJ, 
(3.24) p(t) = exp {itN-t I; a;rr;- t2 J.(l2~ J.) I; a/} 
X [I+ I;~=I ak-J ( J.(l- ~I; a/yk (it)k]. 
Because max la11 ~ (CN)t we find by the same reasoning as in (3 .22), 
N- 1 EH IU I; a/(P1 - rr1)1 + N- 2EH{I; a/(P1 - rr1)p 
~ B5 N-l£H{I; la1(P1 - rr1)IJ2 
~ B5 N-l[l + Eu{L: la;(P1 - rr1)1YJ 
~ B5N-l + B6N-t[I; {EHIP;- rr;n~p. 
Together with (3.22) this shows that (3.23) may be reduced to 
(3.25) lp*(t)- p(t)l ~ B7ltl exp{ -;33 t2} { N-l + N!EH ( ~~~:~ - 1 y 
+ N- ![:6 {Eu iP;- rr;I 3PP} · 
As a 0,. · ·, a 5 are bounded and N-!l.i a1 rr 1 1 ~ CtN!, we have 1/i'(t)l ~ B8N; 
for all t. Since IP'(t) l ~ N-~EI TI ~ CtN! for all t and p(O) = p(O) = 1, 
(3.26) lp(t) - p(t) \ ~ B9 N!Itl for all t . 
Combining Lemma 3.3, (3.25) and (3.26) we find 
\~~~ lp(t) ~ p(t) \ dt 
I lp(Q - .0(01 (3.27) ~ B9 N - + ~r2 :; 1 1 1 :;bNI t dt 
s B10 {N-l + N'-Eu ( g(XJ_- 1)4 + N-![I; {EHIP; - rr113PJ£}. 
- h(X1) 
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Nowp(t)istheFourier-StieltjestransformofK({N'x- .L; ai 1!'i}{.2(1-.2) .L; a/}- ' ) 
as a function of x. This is a function of bounded variation assuming the values 
0 and 1 at- oo and+ oo and having a derivative that is bounded by 3B3c-'{c(l-o:)}-1 
in absolute value. It follows from the smoothing lemma (Esseen ( 1945)) that 
sup \P(N-' T::;; x)- K( N'x- .L: ai1ri )I 
x - {.2(1 - .2) .L: a/ P 
is bounded above by the right-hand side of (3.20). A change of scale completes 
the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.1 provides the basic expansion for the distribution of T under 
contiguous alternatives. Only first and second moments of functions of order 
statistics remain to be determined. In Section 4 we shall be concerned with a 
further simplification of the expansion and a precise evaluation of the order of 
the remainder. With regard to this remainder we are in a seemingly less favor-
able position than we were at the same stage in the one-sample problem ( cf. 
ABZ (1976), Theorem 2.3), because the third remainder term in (3.20) is larger 
than the corresponding term in the one-sample case by a factor N t . This is due 
to the appearance of the remainder term N- 1EH[U .L; a/(P; - 1!';)[ that does not 
occur for the one-sample statistic. It will turn out, however, that we shall need 
only a slightly stronger condition than before to show that the remainder is still 
O(N-l ). 
The conditions of Theorem 3.1 concern only the sample ratio .2 and the scores 
a. There are no assumptions about the underlying densities J and g but this is 
merely a trick; obviously something like contiguity is needed to make the ex-
pansion meaningful in the sense that the remainder is at all small. With regard 
to the conditions on the scores, (3.10) acts as a safeguard against too rapid growth 
and (2.62) ensures that the ai do not cluster too much around too few points, 
thus preventing a too pronounced lattice character of the distribution ofT, as 
was pointed out in ABZ (1976). It was also noted there that in the important 
case of exact scores ai = EJ(Uj:N), with U1,N < U2, N < · · · < UN:N order 
statistics from the uniform distribution on (0, I) , both (3.10) and (2.62) wiJI be 
satisfied for all N with fixed c, C and o if J is a continuously differentiable, non-
constant function on (0, 1) with ~ J 4 < oo. The same is true for approximate 
scores ai = J(jj(N + 1 )) provided that J is monotone near 0 and 1. 
4. Contiguous location alternatives. The analysis in this section will be car-
ried out for contiguous location alternatives rather than for contiguous alter-
natives in general. The general case can be treated in much the same way as 
the location case, but the conditions as well as the results become more involved. 
We recall some assumptions and notation from Section 3 of ABZ (1976). Let 
F be a df with a density J that is positive on R 1 and four times differentiable 
with derivatives f'il , i = 1, ... , 4. Define 
( 4.1) i = 1, ... , 4 ' 
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and suppose that positive numbers e.' and C' exist such that for 
(4.2) 
i=1, ... ,4. 
So far, we have studied the distribution of T under the assumption that 
xp ... , X.v are independent, xp ... , xm having common df F and xm+l' ... , XN 
having df G. We now add the assumptions that 
(4.3) G(x) = F(x - 8) 
for all x and that 
(4.4) 0 ~ 8 ~ DN-! 
for some D > 0. Probabilities under this particular model will still be denoted 
by P. Note that (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) together imply contiguity. 
In Section 3 we also introduced an auxiliary model where Xn ... , XN are 
supposed to be i.i.d. with common df H = (1 - J.)F + J.G. In view of (4.3) 
this common df now becomes H(x) = (1 - J.)F(x) + J.F(x- 8). Probabilities, 
expectations and variances under this model will be denoted by PH, EH and aH 2 
as before. Similarly, PF, EF and aF2 will indicate probabilities, expectations 
and variances under a third model where Xn ... , XN are i.i.d. with common 





a0 = i ( J.( 1 - A))! [3(1 - 2J.)82 I: ajEF¢2(ZJ- 6N- 18 I: ajEF<jJ1(Zj) 
I: a/ 
- 83 I; ajEF{(1- 3;{ + 3A2)</J3(Zj)- 6J.(1 - J.)<jJ1(Zj)</J2(Zj) 
+ 3J.(1 - J.)<f13(Zj)}], 
at= S ~a/ ( -4(1- 2A)8 I; a/EF<jJ1(Zj) + 2(1- 2A)282 I; a/EF<fiZj) 
- 4;{(1 - J.)82 L; a/EF</J12(Zj) + 4J.(1 - A)82aF2(I; aj</J1(Zj)) 
- 4(1 - 2J.)W- 182{I; ajEF¢1(ZjW 
+ J.(1 - A)(1 - 2J.)284{I; ajEF</JiZj)Y] + - 1-, 
2N 
a2 = 1 [2(1 - 2J.) ""a .3 - 2(1 - 6;{ + 6J.2) 12{;{(1 - J.)}'(I: a/)! L..J 3 
X 8 L; a/EF</J1(Zj) + 6(1 - 2J.)W-18 I; a/ _L: ajEF<jJ1(Zj) 
- 3;{(1- A)(1- 2J.)283 _L: a/EF<jJ1(Zj) _L: ajEF<jJ2(Zj)], 
a3 = 1 {(1 - 6J. + 6J.2) L: a.4 + 3J.(1 - J.)(1 - 2J.)282 
24J.(1 - J.)(L: a/) 2 3 
X {_L: a/EF<jJ1(Zj)J2 + 2J.(1- J.)(1 - 2A)282 _L: a/ _L: ajEF<fiZj)] 
(1 - 2J.)2 
8J.(1 - J.)N ' 
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_(I - 2J.)28 I; a/ L; a/EF¢1(Z,) 
I2{A(I - J.)p(I; a/)' 
- (J.(I-J.))! r; _ - 8 I; a1 EFr.jJ1(Z1). 
.6 a/ 
96I 
We shall show that K(x- r;) is an expansion for the df of {).(I - J.) I; a/}-!T. 
The expansion will be established in Theorem 4.I and an evaluation of the order 
of the remainder will be given in Theorem 4.2. 
Let rr(F, 8) denote the power of the one-sided level a test based on T for the 
hypothesis F = G against the alternative G(x) = F(x - 8). Suppose that 
(4.8) ro" ;;;; a ;;;; I - ro" , 
for some ro" > 0. We shall prove that an expansion for rr(F, 8) is given by 
(4.9) it(F, 8) =I- <I>(ua- r;) + ¢(ua- r;) L;~=O~kHk(ua- r;), 
where ua = <I>-1(1 - a) is the upper a-point of the standard normal distribution 
and 
(4.10) 
(3- _ _ ( 1 - 2).) I; a/ ( 2 1) + 2- (2 3 5 ) Ua 
o- ao- 6{).(1 - J.)}l(L::; a/)~ ua - a5 ua - ua - 2N 
_ {(1 - 6). + 6J.2) I; a/ _ (1 - 2).)2 } (u 3 _ 3u) 
24).(1 - J.)(I; a/')2 8).(1 - J.)N a a ' 
(3--- -( 2 I)2 (l-2J.)Z 82" 3'\' E ''·(Z)( 2 1) 1 - al + a5 Ua - - 12(I; a/? .0::.... aj .0::.... aj F'/'2 j Ua - ' 
~2=ii'z-ii'4(ua2 -I), 
~3 = a3- 2a5(ua2- 1)' 
~k = ak for k = 4, 5 . 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (3.1) and ( 4. 3) hold and that positive numbers c, C, 
C', D, o, c andro' exist such that (3.IO), (2.62), (3.19), (4.2) and (4.4) are satisfied. 
Define ' 
( 4.11) M = N-l + N -!83[L; {EFI¢1(Zj)- EF¢r(ZJ)I3}1P 
+ N -l83[L; {EF(¢z(ZJ) - EF¢z(ZJ))2p]~. 
Then there exists B > 0 depending only on c, C, C', D, o, c and ro' such that 
( 4.12) 
If, in addition, (4.8) is satisfied there exists B' > 0 depending only on c, C, C', D, 
i5, ro, ro' and ro" such that 
(4.13) lrr(F, 8) - it(F, 8)1 ;;;; B' M. 
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PROOF. The proof of (4.12) hinges on Taylor expansion with respect to 8 of 
the moments under PH of functions of P = (P1 , • • ·, PN) occurring in expansion 
(3.20). Since both Hand P depend on 8 the argument is highly technical and 
laborious and it is therefore given in the appendix. Theorem 3.1, Corollary 
A.l, (A.l2) and (A.l3) immediately yield (4.12). 
The one-sided level a test based on T rejects the hypothesis if 
T{A(l - .-1) I; a/}-!~ ~a with possible randomization if equality occurs. Using 
(4.12) for 8 = 0 (or Corollary 2.1), (3.10), (3.19) and (4.8) we easily show that 
(4.14) ~ _ + (1 - 2.-1) I; a/ ( 2 l) 2 - (2 3 5 ) Ua 
a- ua 6{A(l - ..1)P(.L:; a/)' ua - - a5 ua - ua + 2N 
{(1 - 6.-1 + 6-12) L;a/ (1 - vy } ( 3 3 ) O(N-l) + 24..1(1 - ..1)(.L:; a/)2 - 8.-1(1 - ..1)N ua - ua + ' 
where, in this proof, O(x) denotes a quantity bounded by B1lxl with B1 depending 
only on c, C, C', D, o, c, c' and c". Because of (4.12), 
1r(F, 8) = 1 - K(~a- r;) + O(M). 
Using ( 4.14), ( 4.8) and the bounds provided by Corollary A.l, we now expand 
K(~a- r;) about the point (ua- r;) and arrive at (4.13). D 
Define 
( 4.15) W(t) = "·.(F-l(t)) = ji'>(F-l(t)) 
' 'f", f(F-l(t)) ' i = 1, ... '4. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M be defined by (4.11) and suppose that positive numbers D, 
C and o exist such that (4.4) is satisfied and that 11¥/(t)l ~ C{t(l - r)}-l+O and 
!Wz'(t)l ~ C{t(l - t)}-1+0. Then there exist B > 0 depending only D, Cando such 
that 
M ~ BN-~. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Corollary A2. 1 in ABZ ( 1976). To 
deal with the second term of M we take h = l¥1 and replace j by~ in the proof 
of that corollary. For the third term of M we take h = l¥2 , replace j by~. 
appeal to condition R 2 instead of R3 and otherwise proceed as in the proof of 
Corollary A2.1 of ABZ (1976). D 
5. Exact and approximate scores. A further simplification of the expansions 
in Section 4 may obtained if we make certain smoothness assumptions about the 
scores a;. Consider a continuous function Jon (0, 1) and let U1,N < U2,N < · · · 
< Vv:.v denote order statistics of a sample of size N from the uniform distribu-
tion on (0, 1 ). For N = 1, 2, ... we define the exact scores generated by J by 
(5.1) a.= a. " = EJ(U .. N), 3 J ,. , :J. j= 1, ... ,N, 
and the approximate scores generated by J by 
(5.2) a. = a . v = J (--j ) , 3 ,,. N + 1 j= 1, ... ,N. 
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For exact scores and general J Theorem 5.1 will provide expansions for the df 
of T under contiguous location alternatives of type F and for the power of the 
rank test against these alternatives. In Theorem 5.2 we consider the special case 
J = - W~' with l¥1 as in (4.15), for exact as well as approximate scores. Note 
that the exact scores generated by - l¥1 define the locally most powerful rank 
test. 
As in Section 4 of ABZ (1976) it is now no longer feasible to keep the order 
of the remainder in our expansions down to O(N-1) and we shall be content 
with o(N~ 1). Also as in ABZ (1976) we shall formulate the results in this sec-
tion for a fixed scores generating function J and a fixed df F, leaving the con-
struction of uniformity classes to the reader. 
DEFINITION 5.1. cJ? is the class of functions Jon (0, 1) that are twice con-





limH, 1 {t(1 - t)}~J'(t) = 0, 
I'"( t) I lim supH 1 t(1 - t) -- < ~. 
, J'(t) 
5T is the class of df's F on R1 with positive and four times differentiable densi-
ties f and such that, for ¢i = jli> ff, Wi = rpi(F- 1), m 1 = 6, m 2 = 3, m3 = j-, 
m4 = I, 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
lim supy~o ~ ":'oo i<Pi(x + y)imif(x) dx < oo , 
lim supH 1 t(l - t) JW/'(t)j < ~. 
' W'(t) 
i = I, ... , 4, 
Note that one can argue as in the proof of Corollary A2.1 of ABZ ( 1976) to 
show that, in conjunction with (5.5), condition (5.4) is weaker than the assump-
tion ~ J6(t) dt < oo. Define 
(5.8) 
a0 = t ( A( 1 - A) )~ [3(1 - V) NfP ~ J(t)W~(t) dt- 68 ~ J(t)l¥1(t) dt 
N ~ J2(t) dt 
- N8 3 ~ J(t){(1 - 3A + ,3A2)W3(t)- 6A(1 - A)W1(t)W2(t) 
+ 3A(1- A)W1V)}dt], 
a1 = 1 [ -4(1 - 2A)8 ~ J2(t)W1(t) dt 
8 ~ J2(t) dt 
+ 2(1 - 2A?82 ~ J2(t)W2(t) dt- 4A(1 - A)82 ~ J2(t)W12(t) dt 
+ 4A(1- A)82 ~~ J(s)J(t)W/(s)W/(t)[s 1\ t- st]dsdt 
- 4(1 - 2A?82{S J(t)W1(t) dt)2 
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a 2 = 1 [2(1 - 2A) ) P(t) dt 12{,{(1 - A)N}'{) P(t) dt}! 
- 2(1- 6A + 6A2)fJ) J3(t)W1(t)dt 
+ 6(1 - 2A)2fJ) J2(t) dt) J(t)W1(t) dt 
- 3A(1 - A)(1 - 2A)2NfJ3 ) J2(t)W1(t) dt) J(t)Wit) dt], 
a3 = 1 [(1 - 6A + 6A2) ' J 4(t) dt 24A( 1 - A)N{ l J2(t) df12 J 
+ 3A(1 - A)(1 - 2A)2NfJ2{l J2(t)W1(t) df12 
+ 2A(1 - A)(1 - 2A)2NfJ2 ) J3(t) dt l J(t)Wit) dt]- (1 - 2A)2 , 
8A(1- A)N 
a _ _ (1 - 2A)2fJ ) J3(t) dt) J2(t)W1(t) dt 
4 
- 12{,{( 1 - A)N}' {\ J2( t) dt}' 
a _ (1 - 2A)2 {l P(t) dt}2 
5 
- 72A( 1 - A)N {l J2(t) dtp ' 
K1(x) = <D(x)- ¢(x{ L:%; 0 akHk(x) 
+ -21 ( A( 1 -A) )t fJ {2 2: 1s_ 1 Cov (J(U1·.v), W1(U1·- v)) N)J2(t)dt - ., "' 
_ l J(t)W1(t) dt '\' N_ a2(J(U. ))} ] ~ J2(t) dt LJJ - 1 J.N ' 
K2(x) = <D(x) - ¢(x) [ L:%; 0 ak Hk(x) 
+ ! ( A( 1 -A) ) 1 fJ {2 ~~--~-r J'(t)W/(t)t(1 - t) dt 
N \ J2(t) dt . 
- \ ~<;~)(drdt ~~-_:i- 1 (J'(t)Yt(1 - t) dr} J, 
iJ = _ ( A~ 1,~t/~~r {} ~ J(t)W1(t) dt, 
where all integrals are over (0, 1) unless otherwise indicated. We shall show 
that K1(x- iJ) and Kix- i]) are expansions for the df of {A(1 -A) L: a/t~T 
for exact scores. Furthermore let 
!.i _ a _ ( 1 - 2A) l J3( t) dt (u 2 - 1) -1- 2a (2u 3 - 5u ) - ~ 
1-'o- 0 6{,{(1 - A)N}l: {\ J2(t) dt}~ " ' 5 " " 2N 
{(1- 6A + 6A2) l J4(t)dt (1- 2A)2 }< 3 3 ) 
- 24A(1 - A)N {) J2(t) dlp- 8A(1 - A)N u" - u" ' 
(5.12) !.i = a + a (u 2 _ 1}2 _ (1 - 2A) 2fJ 2 ) J3(t) dt) J(t)W2(t) dt (u 2 _ 1) ~-' 1 1 5 " 12 n P( t) dry " ' 
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~2 = a2- a4(ua2 - 1)' 
~a= li3 - 2a5(Ua2 - 1), 
~k = ak for k = 4, 5 , 
iri(F, 0) = 1 - Ki(ua - i;) 
+ ¢(ua- iJ) L;~=o (~k- ak)Hk(ua- iJ), 
965 
i = 1, 2' 
i.e., ir;(F, 0) equals 1 - Ki(ua- i;) with ak replaced by ~k' k = 0, ... , 3. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let FE Y , JE / , aj = EJ(Uj: N)for j= 1, · ·· ,N, G(x) = 
F(x - 0) , 0 ;;:;; 0 ;;:;; DN-~, c ;;:;; A ;;:;; 1 - s and s' ;;:;; a ;;:;; 1 - s' for positive D, r:: 
and s'. Then, for every fixed F, J, D, s and s', there exist positive numbers B, 
1\, o2, · · · such that lim .v~oo oN = 0 and for every N 
(5.14) 
( 5 .15) 
( 5 .16) 
( 5 .17) 
supxi P( -{~-(1 _~I; a/}2 ~ x)- K1(x- i;)l ~ o.vN- 1 , 
supxl p(f~(C=-~~ a./F ;;:;; x)- K2(x- i;)l 
;;:;; o.\.N-l + BN- i ~~-.:~- l IJ'(t)I(IJ'(t)l + IW/(t)l){t(I - t)}' dt, 
ln-(F, 0)- ir1(F, 0)1;;:;; o.vN-1 , 
ln-(F, 0) - ir 2(F, 0)1 
;;:;; O.vN-l + BN-~ ~ ~-~i-l IJ'(t) I(IJ'(t)l + IW/(t)l){t(1 - t)p dt. 
PROOF. In the first part of the proof we shall not need requirement (5.4) but 
only the weaker assumption ~ J4( t) dt < oo. We proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 in ABZ (1976), drawing heavily on the results in Appendix 2 of 
ABZ ( 1976). Note that these results remain valid in the present context even 
though the definition of the functions Wi is slightly different here. Throughout 
the proof we shall make use of 0 and o symbols that are uniform for fixed F, 
J, D, e and r::'. 
Because I; aj = N ~ J(t) dt = 0 and in view of the remark made at the end of 
Section 3, the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. The proof of Corollary 
A2. 1 of ABZ (1976) shows that (5.6) and (5.7) imply that 
(5.18) W/(t) = o({t(1 - t)}- i,) for t ~ 0, 1. 
Hence, because of (5.7), W/'(t) = o({t(1- t)}- 'l ) and W1(t) = o({t(1- t)} -t) 
for t ~ 0, I . Since f(F- 1) has a summable derivative W1 on (0, 1 ), f(F - 1) must 
have limits at 0 and 1; as J is positive on R1 , these limits must be equal to 0. 
It follows thatf(F- 1(t)) = o({t(1 - t)}i) fort~ 0, 1. Combining these facts with 
the identity W2'(t) = W/'(t)f(F- 1(t)) + 3W1(t)W/(t), we find that 
( 5 .19) for t ~ 0, I . 
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are also satisfied and we can take the 
expansions of Section 4 as a starting point for proving Theorem 5.1. 
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In a0, • • ·, a5 , ~0 , • • ·, ~5 defined by ( 4.6) and ( 4.10) we may replace EF, a F 2 
and ¢i(Z;) byE, a 2 and ¢i(F-1(U;: N)) = Wi(U;:N) without changing anything. 
Next, arguing as in Corollary A2.2 of ABZ (1976), we see that for all sums of 




J_ .L; a/= \ Jk(t) dt + o(1), 
N 
~ .L; a/Eh(U;: N) = \ Jk(t)h(t) dt + o(1), 
and also 
(5.22) 
We note that a0 , • • ·, a5 , ~0 , • • ·, ~5 are obtained from a0 , • • ·, a5 , ~0 , • • ·, ~5 by 
replacing every expression of the form (5.20)-(5.22) by the corresponding in-
tegral on the right in (5.20)-(5.22). Since \ P(t) dt > 0, we know that for 
those terms in a0 , • • ·, a5 , ~0 , • • ·, ~5 that are O(N-1), this substitution can only 
introduce errors that are o(N- 1). 
The first terms in a0, a1 and a2 as well as the second term in ~0 are generally 
not O(N-1) but only O(N-!), and here the substitution of integrals for sums gives 
rise to more complicated remainder terms. This creates problems we did not 
encounter in the one-sample case where certain symmetries prohibit the occur-
rence of O(N-!) terms. We have 
~ .L; a/= \ J2(t) dt- ~ .L; a2(l(U;: N)), 
~ .L; a/= \ J3(t) dt- ~ .L; Cov (J(U;:N), J2(U;:N))- ~ .L; EJ(U;: N)a2(J(U;,N)), 
1 1 N .L; a;EW2(U;:N) = \ l(t)W2(t) dt- N .L; Cov (l(U;: N), W2(U;: N)) 
~ .L; a/EW1(U;: N) = \ J2(t)W1(t)dt- ~ .L; Cov(J2(U;: N), W1(U;: N)) 
1 ' 
- N .L; EW1( uj,N )a2(J( uj:N)) . 
By (A2.22) in ABZ (1976), N-~ .L; a2(J(U;:N)) = o(N-1). It follows that for 
k = 0, .. ·, 5, 
(5.23) 
M1 = (1 - 2-\)N- ~ [ J .L; Cov (J(U;, N), J2(U;:N))J 
(5.24) + J.L: EJ(U1,N)a2(l(U1 ,N))J + j.L; Cov (l(U1 ,N), W2(U;:N)) J 
+ J.L; Cov (J2(U;,s), 1¥1(Uf:N))J + j.L; EW1(U;: N)a2(l(U;:N)) J]. 
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By (A2.17), (A2.22) and (A2.23) in ABZ (1976) we have 
r; = iJ + !(:\1J~t:~J~ 0[2 I; Cov(J(Uj: N), 1¥1(Uj:N)) 
(5.25) - ~ J(t)W1(t) dt I; a2(J(U .. ))] + o(N- 1) ~ P(t) dt , .N 
= iJ + o(N-~). 
Hence, uniformly in x, 
K(x- r;) = <D(x- i;) - ¢(x- i;)[(r; - i;) + I:1=o akHk(x - i;)] 
+ o(N-1) + O(M1) 
= K1(x- i;) + o(N- 1) + O(M1), 
and similarly 
967 
It follows that, in order to prove (5 . 14) and (5 . 16), it suffices to show that 
M1 = o(N-1). Since (5 . 15) and (5.17) are immediate consequences of (5.14) and 
(5.16) on the one hand and (A2.22) and (A2.23) in ABZ (1976) on the other, 
the proof of the theorem will then be complete. 
At this point we finally need condition (5.4) rather than the weaker assump-
tion ~ J4(t) dt < oo. Using (5.4), (5.18) and (5 . 19) and proceeding as in the 
proof of Corollary A2 . 1 in ABZ ( 1976), we find that each term of M 1 is 
(5.26) D 
REMARK. In the above we have stressed the fact that the only reason for 
requiring (5.4) rather than assuming ~ J'(t) dt < oo is tha.t we have to show that 
M 1 = o (N-1). However , there are special cases of interest where ~ J4(t) dt < oo 
suffices . If either A = !, or I is a symmetric density and J(t) is antisymmetric 
about t = !, then M1 = 0. Less trivially, since ~ J'(t) dt < oo and (5.5) imply 
that J'(t) = o({t(1 - t)}- l), we can follow the reasoning leading to (5.26) while 
retaining the factor ( 1 - 2A), to arrive at 
(5 .27) M 1 = o (11 - 2AIN-i ~ ~-_:~ - 1 {t( 1 - t)} - t dt) = o (11 - 2AIN- i) . 
Hence in the special cases where either A = ! + O(N-i), or I is a symmetric 
density and J is antisymmetric about the point!, the conclusions of Theorem 
5.1 will hold if condition (5.4) is replaced by the assumption ~ J4(t) dt < oo. 
Comparison with ABZ ( 1976) shows that in these special cases the conditions 
under which Theorem 5.1 holds are essentially the same as the conditions of 
the comparable Theorem 4.1 in ABZ (1976) for the one-sample problem. This 
is not surprising as one may think of the one-sample case under contiguous 
alternatives as a two-sample situation with A = ! + Op(N-~). 
We now turn to the special case J = -1¥1 • For F E .7 we obtain by partial 
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integration 
\ WI(t)Wit) dt = ! \ W13(t) dt, 
(5.28) \ W12(t)W2(t) dt = ~ \ l¥14(t) dt, 
\ W1(t)W3(t) dt = ~ \ W14(t) dt - \ W22(t) dt, 
\ \ W1(s) W1(t)W/(s)W/( t)[ sAt- st] ds dt = t \ W14(t) dt- tO W12(t) dt)2 • 
Substitution of J = - W1 and application of (5.28) considerably simplifies the 
expressions (5.8) and (5.12) for ak and Pk· Note that iJ defined by (5.11) re-
duces to 
(5.29) 
The expressions for ak and pk simplify somewhat further if we express 8 in 
terms of r;* throughout. Finally we rearrange the terms in I; ak Hk(x - r;*) 
and I; pk Hiua - r;*) according to the integrals involved and substitute the 
explicit expressions (2.43) for the Hermite polynomials Hk. In this way we find 
after laborious but straightforward calculations that for J = - wl' 
(5 .30) <I>(x- iJ) - ¢(x- iJ) .L;%=o akHk(x- iJ) = L 0(x), 
1 - <I>(ua- iJ) + ¢(ua - i;) .L;1=oPkHk(ua - iJ) = 1ro*(F, 8)' 
where 
L0(x) = <I>(x - r;*) 
¢(x - r;*) [ 24(1 - 2,.() \ W13(t) dt 
288 {A(1 - A)Np 0 WI 2(t)dtJ ! 
{ 2( 2 1) 2 * * 2} 4 \ W 14( t) dt X - X - - r; X + r; + ,.((1 - A)N 0 Wl2(t) dtJ2 
x {3(1- 6,.( + 6..(2)(x3- 3x + r;*(x2 -1))-3(1-5,.(+5A2)r;*2x 
+ 5(1 - 3,.( + 3..(2)r;*3} - 48 \ W22(t) dt 
..((1 - ..()N {\ W/(t)dt} 2 
(1 - 3,.( + 3..(2) *3 + (1 - 2..()2 {\ Wl3(t) dtJ2 
X r; ..((1 - ..()N 0 l¥12(t) dtJS 
X {4(x5 - 10x3 + 15x) + 4r;*(x4 - 6x2 + 3)- 8r;*2(x3- 3x) 
144x 36 
- 4r;* 3(x2 - 1) + 5r;Hx - r;*"} + -- + - ---
N ..((1 - ..()N 
x { - (1 - 2A)2(x3 - 3x + r;*x2) + r;* + (1- 5,.( + 5A2)r;*2x 
(5.31) + (1- 3,.( + 3,.(2)r;*3l ] , 
rr0*(F, 8) = 1 - <I>(ua - r;*) 
r;*¢(ua- r;*) [ 24(1 - 2,.() \ l¥13(!) dt ( _ 2u + *) 
+ 288 {A(1 - A)NJ' 0 W12(t) dt} ~ a r; 
+ 4 \ W14(t) dt {3( 1 _ 6,.( + 6,.(2)(u 2 _ 1) 
..((1 - A)N 0 l¥12(t) dtJ2 a 
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- 3( I - 5,{ + 5A2)r;* ua + 5( 1 - 3,{ + 3,{2)r;* 2} 
48 ~ W/ (t) dt (1 _ 3,{ + 3,{2) *2 
,{(1- .{)N 0 W12(t)dtJ2 1J 
+ (1 - 2,{)2 n W13(t)dW {-8(2u 2 - 1) 
,{(1 - ,{)N {~ W12(t) dtp a 
+ 4r;*(ua3 + 3ua) - 8}]* 2(ua2 - 1) + 5r;*3ua - r;* 4} 
+ 36 {- (1 - 2,{)2ua2 + 1 + (1- 5,{ + 5A2)}]*Ua 
,{(1 - ,{)N 
+ (1- 3,{ + 3).2)1*2} ] . 
Define 
L (x) = L (x) + r;*¢(x- r;*) " ·Y a 2(W (U. )) 1 0 2N ~ W12(t) dt WJ=1 1 J : N ' 
L(x) = L(x) + r;*¢(x - }]*) r1-...:i-1(W'(t))2t(1- t)dt 
2 0 2N~ W12(t)dt ) .v 1 ' 
L (x) = L (x) + 1J 'f' x - 1J " .v E W ( U ) - W 1 *d-.( *) ( ( . ))2 3 0 2N ~ W12(t) dt WJ=1 1 J N 1 N + 1 ' 
(5.32) 1r *(F ()) = 1r *(F, ()) - r; *ifJ(ua- r;*) " N_ a 2(W (U . )) 1 ' 0 2N ~ W12(t) dt WJ-1 1 J. N ' 




' 2N ~ W12(t) dt ) .\ 1 1 ' 
rr3*(F, ()) = rro*(F, ()) 
- 1J 'f' ua - 1J " 1 E W (U. ·)- W _ } __ *d-.( *) ( ( . ))2 
2N ~ W1 2(t) dt WJ=1 1 J; ,~ 1 N + 1 . 
Note that (5.9), (5.10), (5 . 11 ), (5.13), (5. 30) and (5. 31) imply that for J = - W1, 
Ki(x - iJ) = Li(x) and ir i(F, ()) = rr/ (F, ()) for i = 1, 2. The expansions L3 and 
rr 3* are connected only with approximate scores that were not considered so far. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let FE ..Y , J = - WP G(x) = F(x- ()), 0 ;S () ;S DN- '-, c ;S 
,{ ;S 1 - c and c' ~ a ~ 1 - c' for positive D, c and c'. Then, for every fixed F, 
D, c and c', there exist positive numbers B, o~' o2, • • • with lim.v_., o.v = 0 such that 
the following statements hold for every N. 
(i) For exact scores a1 = -EW1(U1 N) , 
(5.33) sup I P (--- __!__ ___ :::;; x) - L1(x) \:::;; oNN - 1 
" {A( 1 - ,{) ~ a/ P - - ' 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
( 5. 36) 
sup, I p ( { ,{( 1 - ~ ~ a/f~- ;S x) - L2(x) I 
;S o.v N- 1 + BN-~ ~ :v-_:i - 1 (W/(t))2{t(1 - t)p dt, 
jrr(F, ()) - rr1*(F, ())j ~ o.v N - 1 , 
jrr(F, ())- rr2*(F, ()) j ;S o.v N- 1 + BN- ! ~ ~:-...:';- 1 (W/(t))2{t(1 - t)}'- dt; 
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(ii) For approximate scores aj = -W1(jf(N + 1 )), 
(5.37) su p L.J J < X - L X < 0 N- 1 I ( T-A"'a- ) I Px {A(l - A) I; a/P = 3( ) = N , 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
and ( 5. 36) continues to hold. 
PROOF. For FE s--, W1 is not constant on (0, 1 ), ~ W1(t) dt = 0 and W16 is sum-
mabie. In view of the remark following Definition 5 .l, this implies that J E J . 
We have already noted that Ki(x- r;) = Li(x) and iri(F, ()) = rc;*(F, ()) for i = 
1, 2, if J = -W1 • Part (i) of the theorem is therefore an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 5. 1. 
To prove part (ii) we retrace the proof of Theorem 5.1 for J = -W1 and ap-
proximate scores a,. = - W1(jj(N + 1 )). The first difficulty we encounter is that 
in general I; aj =t= 0. However, Lemma A2.3 of ABZ (1976), (5.7) and (5.18) 
yield 
(5.40) 
and one easily verifies that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold for the reduced 
scores aj -a •. Since the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are also satisfied, we have 
(5.41) lp( T-AL;aj ) K~( ~ ) ~ -0( - l ) sup" - - - - - -. - -- ~ x - X - r; - N , {A(l- A) I; (a,.- a.)2p -
where K and f; are obtained from K and r; by replacing aj by aj - a. throughout. 
Because, by (3 . 10) and (5.40), 
(5.42) I; (a,. - a.)2 = I; a/ (1 + o(N- i)), 
we can change the norming constant I; (a,. - a.)2 ofT in (5.41) back to I; a/ 
with impunity. As ~ W1(t) dt = 0, (5.42) also ensures that If; - r;l = o(N- l). 
Finally (A2. 16) of ABZ (1976) and (5.18) imply that aF2(I; aj¢1(Zj)) = O(N) 
for J = -W1 and, together with (5.42), (3.10), (5.6) and (5.40), this yields 
sup" IK(x) - K(x) l = o(N-l). Combining these results we find 
(5.43) sup IP(- T-AL;aj ~ x)-K(x-r;) I =O(N-l ) 
" {A( 1 - A) I; a/}! -
and similarly 
(5.44) lrc(F, ()) - ir(F, ())I = O(N- ~ ) . 
The remainder of the proof parallels that of Theorem 5.1 for the special case 
J = ·-W1 • We replace all sums as weii as a2(I; a,. W1(Up-)) by the appropriate 
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integrals. The reasoning of Corollary A2.2 of ABZ (1976) shows that for those 
terms in the expansions that are O(N-1) , this substitution will only lead to errors 
that are o(N-1) . For the O(N-~) terms the error committed is O(M1) + O(M2), 
where M1 is given by (5.24) with J = - W1 and M2 originates from the difference 
between exact and approximate scores. It was shown in the proof of Theorem 
5.1 that M1 = o(N-1). With regard to M2, (5.7), Lemma A2.3 of ABZ (1976), 
(5 . 18) and (5.19) imply that, uniformly inj, 
(5.45) 
I{EWI(Uj: NW- Wlk (N ~ 1 )I 
= O(N-1) + o (;'V-I {j(N - j + 1 )}-1-k/6) 
(N + 1)2 
IEWI(Uj:N)I = 0(1) + o (V<~N-1 ~2 1)r1), 
IEWiUj,N )I = 0(1) + o (V<1~N-1 ~2 1)rt), 
where k = 1, 2, 3. It follows that M2 is of the form (5.26) and is therefore 
o(N-1). 
It remains to replacer; by r; * . Because of (5.7), (5.18) and Lemma A2.3 of 
ABZ (1976), N - 1 I: a2(W1(Uj:N)) = o(N-!), and in view of (5.45), 
~ I: WI (N ~ 1) EWI(Uj:N)- ) Wl2(t) dt 
= - ~ I: EW1(Uj,N) [ 1F1(Uj: N)- WI Cv ~ 1) J = o(N-!), 
I_" W2 ( j ) _ 1 1f2(t)dt = _J_ " [ £1Ji2(U .. ) _ 1Ji2 ( j )l N LJ I N + 1 J I N LJ I J. N I N + 1 _j 
= o(N-~). 
Hence, for J = -WI' 
(5.46) = * - r;* " E {w (U . ) - W ( j )}2 + o(N- ~ ) 
r; r; 2N) Wl2(t) dt LJ I J ' N I N + 1 
= r;* + o(N-i ), 
and a comparison with (5 .25) for J = -W1 show that (5 .37) and (5.39) will 
hold if L3 and rr3* can be obtained from L1 and rr1* by replacing I: a2(W1(Uj:;\.- )) 
by I: E{W1(Uj:N)- 1F1(jf(N + 1)W. Since this is true, (5.37) and (5.39) are 
proved. The validity of (5.38) and (5.36) for approximate scores is a con-
sequence of(5.37), (5.39) and Corollary A2.2 of ABZ (1976). The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 0 
At this point it is appropriate to repeat some remarks made in ABZ ( 1976). 
The correspondence between expansions (5.34) and (5 .38) and the fact that 
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(5.36) holds for both exact and approximate scores seem to be typical for the 
case J = - W1 • In the general case where J -=F - W~' expansions (5.15) and (5 . 17) 
will not hold for approximate scores even if T is replaced by T - A. I; a i in 
(5.15). A second remark is that the growth conditions on J' and W/ implicit 
in our assumptions (viz. (5.4) and (5.18)) do not guarantee that the right-hand 
side in (5.15), (5.17), (5.34), (5.36) and (5.38) is indeed o(N- 1) as is our aim. 
For this we would need J'(t) = o({t(l - t)t1) and W/(t) = o({t(l - t)}-1). This 
may explain the presence of the remaining expansions in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, 
which are less explicit but do have remainder o(N-1 ) under the conditions stated. 
Note that their presence in Theorem 5.2 also indicates that even for J = - W1 , 
expansions for exact and approximate scores are not necessarily identical to 
o(N-1). Finally we should point out that similar expansions with remainder 
o(N-1 ) might have been given in Theorem 4.2 of ABZ (1976) where they were 
unfortunately omitted. 
We conclude this section with a few examples of the power expansions in 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. First we consider the powers rrw(<I>, B) and rrw(A, B) of 
Wilcoxon's two-sample test ( W) against normal and logistic location alterna-
tives (<D(x) , <I>(x - B)) and (A(x), A(x - B)) respectively, where A(x) = 
(1 + exp{ -x})-1 and()= O(N-'). We find 
rrw(<l>, B) = 1 - <l>(u" - iJ) + iJ¢(u~- iJ ) 
X [ _1. _ 3 7 - 21 7A + 21 7A2 (u 2 _ 1) 
2 20A.(l - A.) " 
(5.47) + 1 {~ + 67 - 437A + 437A2 } u -
A.( 1 - A.) 6 20 "r; 
- 1 {~ + _!!_ + 29- 2 19). + 219A.2 } - 2 
A.( 1 - A.) 6 36 20 r; 
+ ( 1 _ 6). + 6A.2) 6 arctan 2! {u 2 _ 1 _ 2u - + -2}] 
A.( 1 - A.) 1!' " " r; r; 
+ o(JV-1) ' 
where iJ = (3A.(l - A.)Njrr );B, and 
(5.48) 
r;*¢(u" - r;* ) rr w (A, B) = 1 - <I>( u" - r; * ) + --'---'----"---=--'--
N 
[ _ 1. _ 1 - A. + A.2 (u 2 _ l) + 1 - 5 A. + 5 A.2 * 
X 2 20A.(l - A. ) " 20A.(1 - A.) u" r; 
- 1 - 3). + 3).2 *2] + o(N- 1) 
20A.( 1 - A.) r; ' 
where r;* = (A( 1 - A.)NJ3 );(). 
As a second example we compute expansions for the powers rr:Vs(<l> , B) and 
rr Ns(A, B) of the two-sample normal scores test against the normal and logistic 
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location alternatives described above. One of the integrals occurring in this 
computation is 
(5.49) ~ 1-_~-1 t( 1 - t) dt = 2 ~ <I>-lo-.v-1) <l>(x)( 1 - <I>( x)) dx 
N {¢(<1>-l(t)W o ¢(x) 
and since its asymptotic evaluation is not entirely trivial, we provide some 
details. Let r denote Euler's constant 
(5.50) r = limk-oo { L:;=1 ~ - log k} = 0.577216 ... 





To evaluate (5.49) we begin by writing for z > 0 
(5.53) 1 - <l>(x) r z dx = r z dx roo e-~ l y-x )l y+x ) dy = 1. roo du (2z+u e-2uv dv JO ¢(x) Jo J x 2 Jo Ju 
= ~~ _!_ rku2(1 - e-•u) du. 
u 
It follows from (5.53) and (5.51) that for z --7 oo, 
(5.54) 
1 - <P(x) _, 1 1 ~5 dx = ~5 '-(1- e-zu)du + ~;'-2-e-iu2 du + o(1) 
¢(x) u u 
= ~~i_!_(l- ru)du +! ~T2z ) _ 1 _!_rudu + o(1) 
u u 
= ! log z - ~g i e-u log u du + ! log (2z) 
+! ~;2.)-1 ru log u du + o(1) 
= log z + ~ log 2 + !r + o ( 1) . 
Similarly (5.53), (5.51) and (5.52) imply that 
( 1 - <l>(x))2 1 ~~ ¢(x) dx = ~~ ¢(x) dx ~~--;;- e-2u\1 - r"u) du 
1 ' (5.55) = ~~ _ {!e-iu2 - (1 - <l>(u))} du 
u 
= ~~log uf!ue-iu2 - ¢(u)} du 
= ! log 2 + ! ~~ e-" log x dx - ~~ ¢(u) log u du 
=!log 2. 
Since log <I>-1( 1 - N-1) = ! log log N + ! log 2 + o(1) for N --7 oo, (5.49), (5.54) 
and (5 .55) imply that 
(5.56) ~~-!;- 1 t( 1 - t) dt = loglogN + log2 + r + o(1). { ¢( <I>-1( t)) }2 
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With the aid of (5 .56) we find 
(5.57) 7!'Ns(<D, 0) = 1 - <D(ua- r;*) + r;*¢(u;; r;*) [-!log log N 
- t log 2 - h + t - f(ua2 - 1 )] + o(N- 1), 
where now r;* = { ..<( 1 - ..<)NpO, and 
(5.58) 
7!'Ns(A, 0) = 1 - <D(ua- i;) + iJ¢(u~- i;) [ t log log N +!log 2 + !r 
- a- 1 - 3..< + 3..(2 (u 2- 1) 
2 12..((1 - A) a 
+ { 3~(1 - 2..<)2 _ _!!__ _ 4- 2U + 2U2} u • 
4..((1 -A) 6 12..((1 -A) a1J 
+ {6(1 - 5..< + 5..(2) arctan 2t- 3~(1 - 2..()2 
..<(1 - ..<) 4..<(1 - ..<) 
_ 117!'( 1 - 5..< + 5..<2) + 5 - 2U + 2U2} rt] 
6..<(1 - ..<) 12..<(1 - ..<) 
where now iJ = {..((1 - ..<)Nj7rp0. Note that Theorem 5.2 ensures that expansion 
(5.57) is also valid for van der Waerden's two-sample test which is based on 
the approximate scores aJ = <D- 1(jj(N + 1 )). 
It may be useful to remark here that an integral similar to (5.56) also occurs 
in ABZ (1976), formula (4.25) on page 130, where its asymptotic behavior is 
determined numerically . However, the numerically computed value is incorrect 
and in formulas (4.25) and (6.8) in ABZ (1976) the number t log 2 + 0.05832 ... 
should be replaced by h = 0.288608 ... (cf. the correction note in this issue). 
6. The permutation test based on the sample means. In ABZ ( 1976) two 
results were given for permutation tests in the one-sample problem. The first 
of these is an asymptotic expansion for the power of the locally most powerful 
permutation test against contiguous shift alternatives. Secondly it was shown 
that the difference between the powers o~ the permutation test based on the sum 
of transformed observations ~ j(X;) and Student's test applied to j(X1), ••• , j(XN) 
is o(N- 1 ) for a large class of alternatives. 
In the present paper we shall forego the two-sample analogue of the first 
mentioned result; the expansion can be obtained in a straightforward manner 
in much the same way as in the one-sample case but the computations will be 
extremely tedious. We shall concentrate on the comparison with Student's test. 
For simplicity we take j to be the identity, thus comparing the two-sample 
permutation test based on the sample means with Student's two-sample test. 
Also, we restrict attention to contiguous location alternatives. 
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As before, we assume that xl' ... 'XN are independent, Xl, ... 'xm having 
common df F and Xmw · .. , XN having common df G(x) = F(x - 8); Z = 
(Z1, • • ·, ZN) denotes the vector of order statistics of X 10 ••• , XN. We wish to 
test the hypothesis 8 = 0 against the alternative f) > 0 at a fixed level a E (0, I). 
We denote probabilities and expectations under the alternative by P and E, and 
under the hypothesis by PF and Er Note that we do not assume that F has a 
density, as we did in the previous sections . 
The permutation test rejects the hypothesis if 
(6.1) 
possibly with randomization if equality occurs. Here ~a(Z) is chosen in such a 
way that 
(6.2) 
with an obvious modification if there is randomization . IfF is known, Student' s 
test rejects the hypothesis if 
(6.3) 
where 
x.n> = __!__I::"=! xi' 
m 
Here ta depends on F, N, ;( and a and is chosen in such a way that the test has 
level a. Again there may be randomization. Let np.(F, 8) and n81(F, 8) denote 
the power against the alternative (F, F(. - fJ)) of the tests (6.1) and (6.3) 
respectively. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that positive numbers c, C, D, c, e', o and r > 8 exist such 
that F-1 is differentiable on an interval of length at least o where 
(6.4) !!___ F - 1(t) ::::: c dt - ' 
and such that~ JxlrdF(x) ~ C, 0 ~ f) ~ D,N- ~, c ~ ;( ~ 1 - c ande' ~a ~ 1 - c' . 
Then there exist B > 0 depending only on c, C, D, c, e' and o, and f3 > 0 depending 
only on r such that 
(6.5) 
PROOF. We shall draw heavily on the proof of Theorem 5.2 in ABZ (1976). 
The only essentially new problem is caused again by the occurrence of a term 
of order N - 2 in the expansions. The 0 symbols in this proof are uniform for 
fixed c, C, D, c, c' and o. Since both tests are location invariant we may assume 
without loss of generality that ~ x dF(x) = 0. 
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We begin by collecting some results on moments that will be needed throughout 
the proof. Define 
(6.6) (3 . ( r- 8 1 ) = mln '4 ' 2r + 8 
(6.7) 
and note that EXNk = E(X1 + O)k and that EX1 = 0. Proceeding as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.2 in ABZ (1976) we see that 
(6.8) 





(6 . 12) 
~ ~f=1 (Xi - X.)k = ( l - ?. )EX/ + O(N - fi ) , 
~ ~ f=m+l (Xi - X .)k = ?.EX/ + O(N - P), 
k = l , ... , 4 ' 
k = l , ... ' 4 ' 
k = 2, .. ·, 4 ' 
k = 2, .. · , 4. 
Fork= l , (6 .9) and (6.10) are insufficient for our purposes. Arguing as in 
(5.13) in ABZ (1976) for r = N - i, we find 
(6 . 13) ~ ~r=l xi = O(N- 1), ~ ~f=m+ l xi = O(N-1) , 
uniformly with probability l - O(N- 1- P) under both P and PF" 
We shall also have to consider the quantity l{x: 3 i lx - Xil < q for some 
( ~ N -t log N , where l denotes Lebesgue measure. Borrowing from the proof 
of Theorem 5.2 in ABZ (1976) again, we find that for ( = N-~ log N, 
(6.14) 
with probability l - O(N - l- p) both under P and under PF. Let E1 be a set on 
which (6.9)- (6.14) hold uniformly, with P(E1) = l- O(N - 1- P) and PF(£ 1) = 
l - O(N - 1- P). 
Under the hypothesis PF and conditional on Z the df of 
N- ~(~ ;v=m+l Xi - I. ~J=1 Zi ) 
equals R(x, p) defined in (2.9) with P; = I. and ai = Z i for j = I , . .. , N . 
Hence Corollary 2.1 provides a n expansion for this conditiona l df that holds 
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uniformly on any set where the ai = Zi satisfy (2.61) and (2.62) for some fixed 
positive c, C and o, and in view of (6.8)-(6.14) such a set is contained in £ 1. 
Since c' ~a~ 1- c', this yields an expansion for ~a(Z). We find (cf. (4. 14)) 
(6 . 15) 
-----'~ a'-'---(Z) - A I; Zi _ 
[A(1 -A) I; (Zj- z_yp 
_ ( 1 - 2A) L: ( zj - z.)3 ( 2 1) 
- Ua + 6{,((1 - A)p[I; (Zi- Z.)2)' ua -
- (1 - 2A)2[I; (Zi - Z.)3]2 (2u 3- 5u) ~ 
36A(l - A)[L; (Zj - z_yp a a + 2N 
{ (1-6A+6A2)I;(Zj-Z.)4 (1-2A)2 }< 3 3 ) 
+ 24A(1 - A)[I; (Zi- Z.)2]2 - 8A(1 - A)N ua - ua 
+ O(N- l), 
uniformly on E1. 
Next we start to compute under the alternative P. We have P(E1 ) = 1 -
O(N-1- ft )and on £ 1 we can use (6.8), (6.11) and (6.12) to replace the random terms 
of order O(N-1) on the right in (6 . 15) by constants. In this way we arrive at 
(6.16) 
where the first remainder term depends on Z but may now be taken to be uni-
formly O(N-1- ft ), and where 
(6.17) T* - _ _ .l: ;"'=m +1 Xi - A I; Zj 
- [A(1 -A) I; (Zj- z_yp' 
t: (1 - 2A)EX13 ( 2 1) 
"' a* = u" + 6{A( 1 - A)Np( EX12 ) ~ ua -
(6.18) ( 1 - 2A)2(£X13)2 (2 3 5 ) ua 36A(l - A)N(EX12)3 ua - ua + 2N 
{ ( 1 - 6A + 6A2)EX14 ( 1 - 2A)2 } ( 3 3 ) 
+ 24A( 1 - A)N( EX12)2 - 8A( 1 - A)N ua - ua ' 
(6.19) U _ (1 - 2A)(ua2 - 1) { I; (Zi - Z.)3 _ N-tEX13} 1 
- 6{A( 1 - A)}! [,I; (Zi - Z.)2] ~ (EX12 ) ~ . 
The basic problem is now to show that the rv U1 originating from the O(N-~) 
term in (6.15), may be omitted in (6.16). Since U1 is a rv of order N-1, this 
problem is nontrivial. We shall show that because U1 depends only on Z and is 
approximately centered, a cancellation occurs which makes its contribution to 
(6.16) of negligible order. Several methods of proof are possible. We choose 
one that does not require any additional assumptions. 
In (6.16), P may be replaced by PF if Xi is replaced by Xi + 0 for i = 
m + 1, .. . , N, which transforms T* and U1 into T *(O) and U1(0), say. On the 
set EP (6 .8)-(6.13) ensure that we can expand T *(O) and U1(0) about T* and 
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U1 • Replacing rv's by their expected values if the difference is of negligible 
order, a simple calculation shows that under PF we have, uniformly on the set E~> 
(6.20) T*(8) = T* [ 1 - 3.<(1 - .<)N82 J - T*2 {A(l - ,()}~8 
2 L: (Z1 - Z.)2 [L:; (Z1 - Z.)2)! 
+ P(l - A)pN8 - {A(l - .<)}'N~83 + O(N-1-fi) 
[L:; (Z1 - Z.)2p 2(EX12)~ ' 
(6.21) U1(8) = U1 + O(N- 1-fi). 
Another easy calculation where we use (6.8)-(6 . 13) to bound the terms in 
(6 .20) and (6.21) and to replace rv's by their expected values whenever possible, 
and where we note that ~a* = ua + O(N-~), shows that uniformly on E1 , the 
inequality T*(8) ~ ~a* + U1(8) + O(N-1-fi) is equivalent toT* ~ ~a *(8)- U0 + 
U1 + O(N-1-fi), where 
(6.22) ~ *(8) = ~ * _ P(l - -<)Np8 + p(1 - -<)p8 u 2 _ -<(1 - .<)82 u 
a a (EX12)~ (NEX12)t a 2EX12 a' 
(6 23) U - {.<(I - .<)}~N8 { 1 _ 1 } 
• 
0
- [I; (Z1 - Z.)2)! (NEX12 )~ • 
Since PF(E1 ) = I - O(N-1-fi), this implies 
(6.24) 1rpe(F, 8) = PF(T*(8) ~~a*+ U1(8) + O(N-1-fi)) + O(N-1-fi) 
= PF(T* ~~a *(8) - U0 + U1 + O(N-1-fi)) + O(N-1-fi), 
where the first remainder term in the last member depends on X~> ... , XN but is 
uniformly O(N-1-fi). 
Since U0 and U1 depends on XP ... , X N only through Z, we can compute 
PF(T* ~ ~a *(8) - U0 + U1 + O(N-1-fi)) by taking the expectation under PF of 
the conditional df ofT* given Z under PF evaluated at the point ~a *(8) - U0 + 
U1 + O(N-1-fi). Corollary 2.1 provides an expansion for the conditional df of 
T* given Z under PF that is valid uniformly on EJ> and PF(E1) = 1 - O(N-1-fi). 
Combining these facts and simplifying as much as possible with the aid of 
(6.8)-(6.13) (note that (6.8), (6.11) and (6.12) imply that U0 = O(N-fi) and 
U1 = O(N-2-fi)) we find 
(6.25) 
1rpe(F, 8) = 1- EF<l>(~a*(8) -·U0 + U1) + (l- 2-<) 
6{,((1 - .<)p 
x E [ L: (Z; - Z.)S "'(~ *(8) - U )H (~ *(8) - U )] 
F [ L: ( zj - Z.)2F 'f' a 0 2 a 0 
"'(~ *(8)) [ 1 ~ *(8) { ( 1 - 6.< + 6.<2 ) EX/ 
. + 'f' a 2N a + 24.<(1 - .<)N (EX12)2 
(1 - 2A)2 } H * 8 (1 - 2.<)2 (EX13) 2 
- 8.<(1 - .<)N 3(~a ( )) + 72.<(1 - .<)N (EX12) 3 
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Thus we see that the contribution of U1 to the expansion for trp.(F, 8) is re-
stricted to its contribution to -EF<t>(;a *(8) - U0 + U1) . On the set £ 1 we have 
U1 = 01 + M, where 
and 
N~M = o ({I: (Z;- z.)2 - 1 }2 + I I: (Z; - z.? - 11· 1 I: (Z; - z.)a - 11) 
NEX12 NEX12 NEX13 
uniformly on £ 1 ; also U0 = O(N-P) uniformly on £ 1• Let XE1 denote the indicator 
of E1. Then, because PF(E1) = 1 - O(N-1-P), 
EF<P(;a*(8)- Uo + U1) = EF<P(;a*(8)- UoXE1 + 01 + MxE) + O(N-1- P) 
= EF<P(;a *(8) - UoXE1) + EF¢(;a *(8) - UoXE)01 
+ O(N-1- P + EF{012 + \M\xE}) 
= EF<P(;a *(8) - U0) + ¢(;,/(8))£F 0 1 
+ O(N-1-P + EF{N-P\01\ + 012 + \M\xd). 
Noting that I; (Z; - Z.)k = I: (Xt- X.)k, EFXt = 0 and EF\Xtl' ~ C for some 
r > 8, one easily verifies that EF 0 1 = O(N-~), EF 012 = O(N-2) and EF\M \xE = 
O(N-i). It follows that 
(6.26) EF<P(;a *(8) - U0 + U1) = EF<P(;a *(8) - U0) + O(N-1- P), 
and hence U1 may be omitted in (6.25) because its contribution is of negligible 
order. Retracing our steps back to (6.16) we conclude that the same must be 
true there, so that 
(6.27) trp.(F, 8) = P(T* ~ ; a* + O(N-1-P)) + O(N-1- P). 
The remainder of the proof parallels that of Theorem 5.2 in ABZ (1976). Let 
1' be Student's statistic as defined in (6.3). The inequality T* ~a is algebra-
ically equivalent to f ~ a{(N- 2)/(N- cf)p on the set where I: (Xi - XS * 0 
and provided that a2 < N. Since I: (Xi - X.? * 0 on £ 1 for sufficiently large 
Nand e' ~a ~ 1 - e', this implies that 
(6.28) 
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 in ABZ (1976) we show that 
(6.29) sup1 P(t ~ f ~ t + O(N-1-P)) = O(N-1- P) 
and hence 
(6.30) 
Now ea * depends only on N, ,t, a and F but not on 8, and arguing as in the 
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proof of Theorem 5. 2 in ABZ ( 1976) we find that this together with rr p,(F, 0) = a 
ensures that 
(6.31) 
with ta defined as in (6.3). Combination of (6.29), (6 .30) and (6.31) completes 
the proof. D 
Although we have conducted the proof in such a way as to avoid actually 
establishing expansions for rr p,(F, 8) and rrst(F, 8), the excursion from (6.16) to 
(6.26) and back has, in fact , brought us rather close to obtaining such expan-
sions. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied but drop the 
assumption ~ x dF(x) = 0 that was made in the proof merely for convenience. 
Define 
(6 .32) • _ {A( 1 - A)Np8 
r; - a(X1) ' 
(6.33) 
where all moments are computed under F since only X1 is involved. A relatively 
straightforward computation starting with (6.25) and (6 .26) yields 
rr (F 8) = 1 _ <D(u _ . ) + fJ¢ (ua - f;) [12(1- 2A)Ka(F) (. _ 2u ) 
Pe' a r; 72 {A(1-A)Np r; a 
+ (1- 2A)2Ka2(F) (- · 4 + 5u · a _ 8u 2• 2 + 4u a· + s ·2 A(1-A)N r; aYJ aYJ a YJ r; 
(6.34) 
- 24uafJ + 20ua2 - 10) 
+ 3K4(F) { -(1 - 3.{ + 3.{2)(i;2 - 3) 
.{(1 - A)N 
+ 3( 1 - 5.{ + 5A2)uafJ - 3( 1 - 6.{ + 6A2)ua'} 
- 1~a2 J + O(N-1-P) ' 
where ~ is given by (6 .6) and the 0 symbol is uniform for fixed c, C, D, e:, e:' 
and a. Theorem 6. 1 ensures that the ~arne expansion is valid for rrst(F, 8). 
The case where F is normal is perhaps of most interest because both tests are 
then asymptotically efficient. Since <D satisfies the stronger regularity conditions 
needed to replace ~ by ! we find in this case 
(6 .35) 
ua2 r; *¢(ua - r; *) 
= 1 - <D(ua - r; *) - 4N + O(N-1), 
where r;* = {A( 1 - A)Np8. 
7. Deficiencies of distributionfree tests. In analogy to the one-sample case 
we want to compare the distributionfree tests discussed so far to the best parame-
tric tests for the two-sample problem when the hypothesis and the alternative are 
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both simple. The situation is more complicated than in the one-sample case 
because of the shift invariance of the distributionfree tests involved. Let 
X 1 , • •• , XN be independent and let (F, G) denote the hypothesis that X1 , • ··,X,. 
have common df F and Xm+I> ... , X,v have common df G. For fixed F and 8 
and varying .:l E R1 , consider the simple hypothesis H F and the simple alternative 
KF, 0,6, where 
HF = (F, F)' KF,0,6 = (F(. + .:18), F(. - (1 - .:1)8)) 0 
The shift in variance of the distributionfree tests ensures that their power against 
KF,o,a is independent of .:l, so that it was sufficient to consider only alternatives 
with .:l = 0 in the preceding sections. Note that the form of the locally most 
powerful rank test against KF,o, 6 is also independent of .:l. However, the en-
velope power rr +(F, 8, .:l), i.e., the power of the most powerful level a test of 
HF against KF, 8 ,6, does depend on .:l and the "right" .:l against which compari-
sons should be made is thus the value .:10 that minimizes the envelope power. 
It is given to first order by .:1 0 - ..:1. For values of .:l whose asymptote is different 
there is not even an asymptotically efficient shift invariant test, so that the defi-
ciency of a shift invariant test with respect to the best test is not of much interest 
in this case. Of course we shall have to provide a more precise asymptotic 
evaluation of .:1 0 because we are concerned with second order terms. 
Suppose that F is a fixed df with density f that is positive and five times dif-
ferentiable on R 1 • The most powerful level a test for HF against KF,o, 6 rejects 
H F for large values of the statistic 
S = "m lo f(Xi + .:18) + "N lo /(Xi- (1 - .:1)8) . 
o,6 "-''=I g f(XJ .Ut=m+I g f(Xi) 
This statistic is a sum of independent rv's and we can therefore obtain an 
Edgeworth expansion for its df under HF and under KF,o, 6 and hence for the 
power rr+(F, 8, .:l) by proceeding in the classical manner and expanding the 
cumulants of the statistic. In this expansion for rr+(F, 8, .:l) we minimize with 
respect to .:l. We shall give each of these expansions but we omit the tedious 
computations. 
Define Wi by (4.15) fori= 1, ... , 5, and take 
fc+(F, 8, .:l) 
1 _ <P(ua _ i;) _ i;¢(ua- i;) [24 '1'3 S 1f13(t) dt ( _ 2u + _) 
288 N~ {r2 S W/(t) dt}! a r; 
(7 .1) + _i_ '4 S W8t)dt {-3(u 2- 1) + 3-u - 2-2} N{r2 Slf/(t)dtJ2 a YJa r; 
+ 12 r 4 S W/(t) dt _2 + _!__ h S W13(t) dt}2 
N {r2 S W12(t) dW r; N {r2 S W12(t) dtp 
X {8(2ua2 - 1) - 4i;(ua3 + 3ua) + f;2(8ua2 + 1) - 5f;3ua + f;4} 
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ij = [N{(l- A)Ll2 + A(l- Ll)2} ~ W12(t)dt)'O , 
rk = (l - A)Llk + A(Ll- l)k, k = 2, 3, 4. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let F satisfy (5.6) for mi = 5ji, i = l, · · ., 5, and suppose that 
positive numbers D, D', ~ and~' exist such that 0 ;;::; 0 ;;::; DN-!, lilOI ;;::; D'N-~ , 
~ ;;::; A ;;::; l - ~; and ~' ;;::; a ;;::; l - ~'. Then there exists B > 0 depending only on 
F, D, D', ~ and~' such that 
(7.4) 
PROOF. Under the conditions of the lemma we find that under HF = (F, F) 
pF ( So, a ; H2 ;;::; x) 
= <I>(x) _ ¢(x) [ 24 r 3 ~ W/(t) dt {2(x2 _ l) _ 3 -x + -2} 
288 N! {<2 ~ 1F12(t) dt} ~ r; r; 
+ _i_ ' 4 ~ W1\t) dt {3(x3 - 3x) - 6 -(x2 - l) + 5 -2x - 2 -3} 
N {r2 ~ Wl2(t) dW r; r; r; 
+ 12 <4 ~ 1F22(t) dt { _ -2x + -3} 
N { r 2 ~ W 12( t) dt}2 r; r; 
+ __!__ {r3 ~ w13(t) dlJ2 {4(r - l0x3 + l5x) - 12ij(x4 - 6x2 + 3) 
N {<2 ~ 1F12(t) dlp 
+ l3ij2(x3- 3x) - 6ij3(x2 - 1) + ij4x} 
+ 36' 4 { -(x3- 3x) + 2ij(x2 - 1)- 1)2x}J + O(N- ~), Nr22 
whereas under KF,o ,a• 
p ( So,a ; H 2 ;;::; x ) 
= <l>(x) _ ¢(x) [ 24 <3 ~ 1F13(t) dt {2(x2 _ 1) + 3 -x + -2} 
288 N! {r2 ~ 1F12(t) dt} ~ r; r; 
+ _i_ 7:4 ~ wl4(t) dt {3(x3 - 3x) + 6 -(x2 - 1) + 5 -2x + 2 -3} 
N {<2 ~ 1F12(t) dW . r; r; r; 
+ 12 <4 ~ 1F22(t) dt { -2 -3} - - r; X- 1J 
N {<2 ~ 1F12(t) dt}2 
+ __!__ {r3 ~ Wl3(t) dt}' {4(r - 10x3 + l5x) + 12ij(x4 - 6x2 + 3) 
N {<2 ~ 1F12(t) dtp 
+ 131)2(x3 - 3x) + 61)3(x2 - 1) + ij4x} 
+ 36' 4 { - (x3 - 3x) - 2ij(x2 - 1) - 1)2x}J + O(N-i). Nr2l 
The remainder terms O(N-~) are uniform for fixed F, D, D ' ~and~'. Together 
these expansions yield (7 .4). 0 
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For large values of IM1N~I. both rc+(F, fJ, il) and fc+(F, fJ, il) will come close 
to 1 as N ~ oo. It follows that an asymptotic expansion for the value 110 that 
minimizes rc+( F, fJ, il) rna y be obtained by minimizing fc+( F, fJ, il) instead. This 
yields 
(7.5) il = A + {A(1 - A)p S W/(t) dt ( _ 2u + *) + O(N-1) 
o 4N~ {S W12(t) dt}~ " r; 
with r;* as in (5.29). Since the derivative of ij with respect toil vanishes at 
il = A, (7;5) is sufficient to determine ij and fc+ for il = 110 up to a remainder 
O(N-i). Noting that indeed 1110 81 = O(N-~), we substitute (7. 5) for il in (7 . 1 )-
(7.3) and neglecting terms that are O(N-~). we find that fc+(F, fJ, 110) reduces to 
r;*¢(ua- r;*) fc+(F, 8) = 1 - <l>(ua- r;*) + 288 
[ 24(1 - 2A) s W13(t) dt ( 2 *) 
X {A(1 - A)N}t {S W/(t) dt}i - u" + 7J 
+ 4(1 - 3A + 3A2) s W14(t) dt 
A( 1 - A)N { S W12( t) dt}2 
(7.6) X {3(ua2 - 1) - 3r;*ua + 2r;*2} 
12(1 - 3A + 3A2) S W/(t) dt *2 9 {S 1F13(t) dtJ2 
A(1 - A)N {S W12(t) d!J2 7J - N {S W12(t) dtp 
X (2u - *)2 + (1 - 2A)2 {S W1a(t) dtJ2 { -8(2u 2- 1) 
" 7J A(1 - A)N {S W12(t) dtp " 
+ 4r;*( ua 3 + 3ua) - r;*2(8ua2 + 1) + 5r;* 3ua - r;* 4} 
+ 36(1 - 3A + 3A2) {-(u 2 _ 1) + *u l] 
A( 1 - A)N a 7J a 
with r;* as in (5.29). Summarizing, we have 
LEMMA 7.2. Let F satisfy (5.6) for m; = 5fi, i = 1, · · ·, 5, and suppose that 
positive numbers D, <: and o:' exist such that 0 ~ (} ~ DN-~, <: ~ A ~ 1 - <: and 
o:' ~ a ~ 1 - o:'. Then there exists B > 0 depending only on F, D, <: and o:' such 
that 
(7.7) 
For the same testing problem Theorem 5.2 provides an expansion for the power 
rc(F, fJ) of the locally most powerful rank test. Together, Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 
7. 2 enable us to find an asymptotic expression for the deficiency d.v of the locally 
most powerful rank test with respect to the most powerful parametric test for 
HF against KF,o . ~o· To ensure that F satisfies the assumptions of both Theorem 
5.2 and Lemma 7.2, we require that FE §~, where 
DEFINITION 7 .1. Y-1 is the class of df's F on R1 with positivq' and five times 
differentiable densities f and such that (5.6) is satisfied for 5 = 1, ... , 5 with 
m1 = 6, m2 = 3, m3 = j, m4 = ~. m5 = 1, and such that (5.7) holds. 
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Furthermore, we define 
d _ 1 [4 \ W14(t) dt {3( 2 l) 2 * } 
.v.o - 48 0 W12(t) dW u" - - r; u" 
_ 4(1- 3A + 3A2) {\ W14(t)dt- 3\ W22(t)dt + 3} *z 
A(l - A) {\ W12(t) d!J2 r; 
_ 3{\ W13(t) dtV (2u _ *? _ 3(1 - 2A)2 {\ W13(t) dt}2 *2 
{\ W12(t) dtp " r; A(l - A) {\ W12(t) dtp r; 
(7.8) - 12{ua2 + 3 - 2r;*ua} l , 
_j 
dN,I = dN,O + \ w)(t)dt Ef=l a2(WI(Uj: N))' 
- - 1 1 y-1 
dN,2 = dN,O + \ W12(t) dt \ N-_:1 (W/(t))2t(l - t) dt, 
1 ( ' . ))2 
dN,3 = dN,O + \ wlz(t) dt Ef=l E WlUj: N)- WI (N ~ 1 ' 
where Wi and r;* are given by ( 4.15) and ( 5. 29) and UJ: N is the jth order statistic 
of a sample of size N from the uniform distribution on (0, 1 ). 
THEOREM 7. 1. Let dN be the deficiency of the locally most powerful rank test 
with respect to the most powerful test for testing H F against KF, o, 60 on the basis of 
XI' ... , XN and at level a. Suppose that FE ~' eN-~ ~ () ~ CN-!, <: ~ A ~ 
1 -<:and o:' ~ a ~ 1 - o:' for positive c, C, <:and o:'. Then, for every fixed F, c, 
C, <:and o:', there exist positive numbers B, 1\, o2, · · · with limN~oo oN= 0 such that 
(7.9) 
(7 .10) 
ldN - dN II :::;:; ON ' 
ldN - dN,zl ~ON+ BN- ! \~--~-I (W/(t))Z{t(l - t)P dt. 
If in the above the locally most powerful rank test is replaced by the rank test with 
the corresponding approximate scores ai = - W1(jf(N + 1 )) then 
(7 .11) 
and (7. 10) continues to hold. 
PROOF. Let us first consider the locally most powerful rank test and show 
that the expansions (5.35) and (7.7) yield (7.9). The conditions of the theorem 
ensure that r;*, {A(l- A)}- 1 and ua are bounded. As .57 ~ c ff, (5.18) holds 
and the reasoning leading up to (5.46) gives 
(7 .12) N-l Ef=l a2(WI(Uj:N)) ~ N-l L:;~".,l E {wi(Uj:N)- WI ( N ~ 1) r 
= o(N-3). 
In view of these remarks we find from (5.35), (5.32) and (5.31) that the power 
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n(F, ())of the locally most powerful rank test satisfies 
n(F, ()) = I - <D(u, - r;*) 
985 
(7. 13) r;*¢(u,. - r;* ) (I - 2.:1) ~ 1Ji'13(t) dt ( - 2u + *) + 12 {A( I - .:l)N}! {~ 1Ji'12(t) dt} ~ " r; 
+ o(N -l ) . 
From Lemma 7.2 and (7 .6) it is clear that n+(F, (), ~0) also equals the right-hand 
side of (7 . 13). Since d 1 is obtained by replacing Nand r;* by (N + dN) and 
r;*(l + d , N - 1)! in n(F, 0) and equating the result to n+(F, 0, ~0), and since r;* 
is bounded away from zero, we find that d , = o(N!i ). 
Having obtained this crude bound ford, we study the effect of the substitu-
tion of (N + d,.) and r; *( I + d , N - 1)! for N and r;* a bit more carefully. The 
effect on n0* (F, 0) as given in (5 .31) is obviously the addition of a term 
(7 .14) r;*¢ (ua - r;*) d , + o( N-l ); 2N .\ 
to prove that this remains true for rr 1*(F, 0) in (5.32) it is clearly sufficient to 
show that 
(7.15) ~ I: ;'=1 a2(1F1(Ui v)) = N ~ 1 I: ;':/ a2(1F1(Ui •H1)) + o(N- l). 
Once this has been established, (5.35) and (7.7) imply that an expansion for dN 
may be obtained by equating (7.I4) to fr +(F, 0)- rr 1*(F, ()) + o(N - 1 ) and an 
easy computation yields (7. 9). 
To prove (7.I5), we let bj ,v denote the density of Ui •N and we note the well-
known recurrence relation (N + I)bj,N = jbi+1,N +1 + (N- j + I)bj,N+1. We 
have 
a2(1JI'1(Uj:x)) = N ~ I E{W1(Uj+1:N+1)- EW1(Uj :NW 
+ N; ~ i I E{W1(Uj:.v+1) - EW1(Uj: NW 
N ~ I a2(1JI'1( UJ+1:N +t)) + N; ~ i I a2(1JI'1( Ui .Y+ 1)) 
+ j(N-J+I){E[W(U )-W(U )]}2 (N + I)2 1 J+1: .Y+1 1 ,: .V +1 · 
Summation on j gives 
~ L: i'= 1 a2(W1(Uj N)) 
(7 .16) I '\'.Y+1 2(1JI'(U )) N + I LJi =l a 1 i •N+ 1 
+ '\' ·' j(N- j + I) {E[W (U. ) - W (U. , )]}2. 
Ln =1 N(N + I Y 1 J+ 1:N+ 1 1 ,: i\ +1 
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By Fubini's theorem and (5.I8), 
IE[WI(UJ+I N+I)- WI(Uj :N+I)]I ;£ E ~ g ~;t-J~~+ I IW/(t)l dt 
= ~~ IW/(t)IP(UJ :N+I ;£ t < Ui+I N+I) dt 
= (NJ I) ~~ IW/(t)lti(I - t)N+l-j dt 
<M( j ) (N+I)! 
= N + I {j(N + I - j)}" ' 
where M js a bounded function on (0, l) with limH,I M(t) = 0. Hence 
" N j(N- j + 1) {E[W (U. ) - W (U. )]}2 
Lu = I N(N + 1 )2 I 3+I :N+I I 3 : N +I 
= o(N-2 ~ :,;-!;-I {t(I - t)t! dt) = o(N -~). 
Together with (7.16), this proves (7.15) and establishes expansion (7.9). 
For the rank test based on the approximate scores the proof that (5.39) and 
(7. 7) yield expansion (7 .11) proceeds in the same way as above, the only dif-
ference being that instead of (7. 15) we now show that 
(7.17) ~ I; ~v= IE(WI(Uj :N)- wi(N ~ 1)Y 
= I L; 3N;!} E(WI(U3-·N+I)- WI ( j ))2 + o(N- l). N + 1 . N + 2 . 
Using the recurrence relation for bj ,.v again, we find after some arithmetic 
(7 .18) 2 " N+I {w ( J ) _ J- I w ( J- 1 ) 
+ N + 1 w j=I I N + 2 N I N + 1 
N - j + 1 ( j ) } ( ( j )) 
- WI E WI(Uj:N+I)- WI 
N N+I N+2 
1 I; N+I {i-I(w( J )-w(i-1))2 
+ N + 1 j=I N I N + 2 I N + 1 
+ N - j + I (w ( j ) _ W ( j ))2} . 
N I N+2 I N+1 
Now (5.18) ensures that 
I W ( j ) _ W ( j- 1 )\ ~ M ( j ) (N- j + 2) {J(N- j + 2)}- i 
I N + 2 I N + 1 - N + 2 (N + 2)2 (N + 2)2 
for j = 2, ... , N + 1 , 
lw ( i ) _ w ( i )\ < i!( J ) J {J(N- J + 2)}- ; 
I N + 2 I N + 1 = N + 2 (N + 2)2 (N + 2)2 
for j = 1, . . · , N , 
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where M is a bounded function on (0, 1) with limH,1 M( t) = 0. Similarly, ( 5. 7), 
Lemma A2.3 in ABZ (1976) and (5.18) imply that 
\EW1(U;:N+l)- 1¥1 (N ~ 2 )1 
-::;;, M ( j ) N-1 {J(N- j + 2) } - ~ 
-
2 N + 2 (N + 2)2 for j = 1, ... , N + 1 . 
It follows that both the second and third terms on the right in (7 .18) are 
o(N-2 ~~-..:i- 1 {t(1 - t)}-t dt) = o(N-~), 
which proves (7 .17) and therefore (7 . 11 ). 
Finally, the validity of expansion (7 .10) for exact as well as approximate scores 
is a simple consequence of (7. 9) and (7. 11) and the fact that Theorem 5. 2 clearly 
implies that both L: a2(1¥1(U;:N)) and L: E(W1(U;:N)- 1¥1(}/(N + 1)))2 equal 
~ ~--=i- 1 (W/(t))2t(l - t)dt + o(l) + O(N - ' ~~--~-1 (W/(t))2{t(l- t)pdt). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Like Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, Theorem 7.1 presents us with a choice between 
an expansion with remainder o(l) and one which is more explicit but may have 
a remainder of larger order under the conditions of the theorem. If W/ (t) = 
o({t(l- r)} - 1) for t - 0 , 1, then dN = dN,2 + o(l) for exact as well as approxi-
mate scores and expansion (7 .10) is obviously preferable. This appears to be 
the most common case. However, if W/(t) is of exact order {t(1 - t)}-I, then 
(7 .1 0) yields only 
d = ~~--~-1 (W/(t))2t(l - t) dt + 0(1) = O(lo N). 
N ~~1Jf12(t)dt g 
Finally, if W/(t),....., {t(1 - t)}_1_6 fort- 0, 1 and some 0 < o < -fr, then (7 . 10) 
reduces to dN = O(N26). 
In general, all we can say under the conditions of Theorem 7.1 is that 
(7.19) d = l: a 2(W1(U;:N)) + 0(1) = 00 1~-1 (W '(t))2t(l - t) dt) = o(Ni) 
N ~ 1Jf12(t)dt N 1 1 
for exact scores, and that 
(7.20) d = l: E(W1(U;: N)- 1F1(j/(N + 1)))2 + 0(1) 
N ~ 1Jf12(t) dt 
= 00 ~-_:i- 1 (W/(t))2t(1 - t) dt) = o(Ni) 
for approximate scores. Even this result, however, is rather surprising because 
one might have expected these deficiencies to be of the order N !. The reason 
that they are of smaller order than N! is of course that the power expansions 
for the rank tests in Theorem 5.2 and for the most powerful test in Lemma 7.2 
agree not only in their leading terms of order 1 but also in their second order terms 
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of order N-~. It is only in third order terms that differences begin to show up. 
Borrowing a phrase from Pfanzagl ( 1977), who noted the same phenomenon in 
the parametric one-sample problem, first order efficiency apparently implies 
second order efficiency in the cases considered. Note that results very similar 
to (7 .19) and (7 .20) were obtained for one-sample rank tests in ABZ ( 1976). In 
that case, however, there is no cause for surprise because certain symmetries that 
are present in the nonparametric one-sample problem ensure that there is no 
term of order N-~ in any of the power expansions. Finally we should perhaps 
point out that in the present two-sample case, the fact that we have evaluated 
the envelope power for ~0 as given in (7 .5) instead of for the conventional choice 
~ = A, is of no consequence for these considerations. For ~ = A the term in-
volving (2ua- r;*Y should simply be omitted from (7.6) and (7.8) and this does 
not influence the qualitative behavior of fr+ or dN.i· 
To provide some examples of Theorem 7.1 we compute the expansion (7 .1 0) 
for the special case where F is the logistic df A(x) = (1 + e-"}-1 or the normal 
df <I>. The computations resemble those at the end of Section 5. Suppose that 
c ~ ON~ ~ C, c; ~ A ~ 1 - c; and c:' ~ a ~ 1 - c:' for positive c, C, c; and c:'. 
As both examples concern symmetric distributions for which ~ W13(t) dt = 0, 
the second order term in (7.5) vanishes so that we may take ~o = A in both 
cases. For F = A we are therefore concerned with the problem of testing the 
hypothesis (A, A) against the alternative (A(· + A8), A( • - (1 - A)8)) and dN 
denotes the deficiency of Wilcoxon's two-sample test with respect to the most 
powerful test for this problem. We find 
(7.21) d 1 [4 2 16 4 * 1 - 3A + 3A2 *2] + o(1) N = 21l ua + + r; ua + A( 1 - A) r; 
with r;* = {A(1 - A)Nf3}'8. In this example dN remains bounded as N ~ oo. 
In the second example we consider the testing problem (<I>, <I>) versus 
(<I>(. + A8), <I>(. - (1 - A)8)). Now dN is the deficiency of the two-sample nor-
mal scores test (or van der Waerden's two-sample test) with respect to the most 
powerful test based on the difference of the sample means. We obtain 
(7.22) dN = loglogN + !{Ua2 - 3) + log2 + r + o(1), 
' 
where r denotes Euler's constant (cf. (5.50)). Now dN'""' log log N ~ oo as 
N ~ oo. Note that there is no dependence on 8 or A in this expansion. 
So far in this section we have compared distributionfree tests to the most 
powerful test for a simple hypothesis against a simple alternative. However, all 
distributionfree tests occurring in this paper-rank tests as well as the permu-
taion test discussed in Section 6-are invariant under changes of location and 
scale. It would therefore be more realistic to compare these tests to the uni-
formly most powerful location and scale invariant test, if such a test exists. For 
the two-sample normal location problem Student's test answers this description 
and its power would therefore be a more suitable basis for comparison than 
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the envelope power. For the problem of testing (<D, <D) against (<P( • + J.O), 
<D(. - (I - ..{)0)) the power of the most powerful test equals 1 - <D( ua - r;*) 
with r;* = {..{(1 - ..{)NJ!O. Assuming again that c ~ON;.~ C, c ~ ,{ ~ 1 - s 
and s' ~ a ~ I - s' for positive c, C, c and s', the power of Student's two-sample 
test is given by (6.35) and its deficiency with respect to the most powerful test 
is therefore equal to !ua2 + o(l). It follows from (7 .22) that the deficiency of 
the two-sample normal scores test (or van der Waerden's two-sample test) with 
respect to Student's two-sample test for the normal location problem is given by 
(7.23) d.v = log log N - ~ + log 2 + r + o (I) , 
where now the expansion does not even depend on a. Since both tests are loca-
tion invariant, (7 .23) also denotes the deficiency for testing (<D, <D) against 
(<D, <D(. - 0)). 
We conclude this section by comparing the permutation test discussed in Sec-
tion 6 to Student's test. Theorem 7.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
6.1, expansion (6.34) and (6.8). 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that positive numbers c, c', C, D, s, s', o and r > 8 exist 
such that the conditions of Theorem 6. 1 are satisfied and that 0 ~ c'N-1;. Let dN 
denote the deficiency of the permutation test based on the sample means with respect 
to Student's two-sample test for testing (F, F) against (F, F(. - 0)) on the basis of 
Xl' · · ·, X N and at level a. Then there exist B > 0 depending only on c, c', C, D, s, 
s' and o, and (3 > 0 depending only on r such that 
(7 .24) 
The case F = <P is of course of most interest because then the theorem asserts 
that for the normal location problem there exists a distributionfree test whose 
deficiency with respect to the best location and scale invariant test tends to zero. 
We note that the remark at the end of Section 6 implies that in this case (7.24) 
may be replaced by dN ~ BN- ~t . For F =F <P the theorem merely shows how 
closely the permutation test resembles Student's test with the correct significance 
level for F. 
8. Expansions and deficiencies for related estimators. Let Xl' .. . , XN be 
independent and let (F, G) denote the hypothesis that X~> ... , Xm have common 
df F and xm+l ' ... 'X,v have common df G. Let T = T(Xl, ... 'XN) be the rank 
statistic given by (2.2) and suppose that the scores ai are nondecreasing in j = 
1, . .. ,JV. DefinethestatisticMby 
M(X!, ... ' X N) 
(8.1) = ! sup {t: T(Xll ... ' xm, xm+! - t, ... 'XN - t) > ,{ I; aJ 
+ ! inf {t: T(Xll ... 'xm, xm+! - t, ... 'XN - t) < ,{ I; aj} . 
Under the model (F, F( • - ,u)), M was proposed as an estimator of ,u by Hodges 
and Lehmann (1963). They showed that the normal approximation to the power 
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of the level ~ test based on T for contiguous location alternatives can be used to 
establish asymptotic normality of M. In the same way we shall show that a power 
expansion yields an expansion for the df of N~(M- p). Note that we do not 
make the assumption of Hodges and Lehmann ( I963) that the distribution ofT 
under (F, F) is symmetric about A I; aj, which occurs, e.g., when either A = ~ 
or the scores are antisymmetric. As a result the power expansion involved will 
be for the test based on Tat level a = ~ + O(N-!) rather than at level ~, but 
for our deficiency computations this will not make any difference. We shall 
restrict attention to the case where Tis the statistic of the locally most powerful 
rank test or its approximate scores analogue, so that the aj will be exact or 
approximate scores generated by the score function - W1, with W1 as in ( 4.15). 
To ensure that the scores are nondecreasing we require that the density f of F 
is strongly unimodal, i.e., that logf is concave. 
Let ._; :- be given by Definition 5.1, let rr(a, F, 8) denote the power of the level 
a right-sided test based on T against the alternative (F, F( • - 8)) and define 
(8.2) a_ 1 (1- 2A) ~ W13(t)dt 
-
2 + 6{2nA(1- l.)Np n W12(t)dtJ1 
Furthermore define, with W; as in (4.I5), 
(8.3) 
L (x) = <D(x) _ ¢ (x) I 24(1 - 2A) ~ W13(t) dt (x2 + 2) 
o 288 Lp(1 - l.)NP n w12(t) dtJ' 
4 ~ W14(t)dt 
A(1 - l.)N {~ W12(t) dt} 2 
X {5(1 - 3A + 3A2)x3- 3(1 - 6..( + 6l.2)x} 
48(1 - 3). + 3l-2) ~ W/ (t) dt 3 
+ l.(I - l.)N n lf12(t) dt]Z x 
(I- 2A)2 n W/(t)dt}2 (x~- 4x3- 12x) 
+ A( I - A)N {~ W12(t) dtj3 
_ 
36 {(I- 3A + 3A2)x3 + xJ], 
A(1 - A)N 
- -() x¢(x) " N 2(l¥(U )) L 1(x) = L 0 x - 2N ~ W12(t) dt £ ... d=1 a 1 j:N , 
L2(x) = L0(x) - x¢(x) ~~~i- 1 (W/(t))2t(I - t) dt, 2N~ W 12(t)dt 
- - x¢(x) " N E (w (U ) w ( i ))2 L3(x) = Lo(x) - 2N ~ lf12(t) dt £ ... d =1 1 j:N - 1 N + 1 . 
Probabilities under the model (F, F( • - p)) are denoted by PF ,p · 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose that FE ./-, that f is strongly unimodal and that either 
aj = -EW1(Uj: N)for j = I, .. ·, N, or aj = - W(jj(N+ 1))for j = I,···, N. Let 
sand C be positive numbers and suppose that s ~ A ~ 1- s. Then there exist positive 
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numbers B , o1 , o2 , • •• , with limN~~ oN = 0, which depend only on F, c and C, such 
that 
and such that the following statements hold: 
(i) for exact scores a; = -EW,(U;:N), 
(8.5) sup(x ( ~C /PF,p({t\(1 - A)N ~ W,2(t) dtJ!(M- fl) ~ x)- L,(x)l ~ oNN -l , 
(8.6) sup( x(~C /PF,p({A(1 - A)N ~ W,2(t) dtp(M- f.l) ~ x )- L2(x)l 
~ oNN - 1 + BN-~ ~ ~-~i- 1 (W/(t))2{t(1 - t)}! dt; 
(ii) for approximate scores a; = - W,(jj(N + 1 )), 
(8. 7) sup 1x1::;c /PF,p({t\(1 - A)N ~ W/(t) dt}!(M- f.l) ~ x) - L3(x)/ ~ o1,;1V-' 
and (8 .6) continues to hold. 
PROOF. In view of (8.1) we have for fJ = -f;N-~, 
PF,iN~(M- f.l) ~ f;) = PF,o(M < 0), 
PF,o(T < A I; a;) ~ PF ,o(M ~ 0) ~ PF,o(T ~ A I; a;). 
For fJ = - t;N-! and c' ~ a ~ 1 - c', the conditions of Theorem 5.2 are satis-
fied except, of course, that fJ < 0 if r; > 0. However, the theorem remains valid 
for /8/ ~ DN- ~ ; it was formulated for positive tJ merely because we were dis-
cussing one-sided tests against one-sided alternatives at that point. It follows 
that PF ,o(T = }. I; a;) = o(N-') uniformly for If;/ ~ C, so that 
(8.8) PF, p(N!(M - f.l) ~ f;) = PF,o(T ~ }. I; a;)+ o( N-') 
= 1 - rr(a , F, -f;N - !) + o(N -'), 
where a is the level of the test that rejects if T > }. I; a;. Noting that 
I; a; = 0 for exact scores, we find from (5.33) and (5.37) for x = r;* = 0, that 
a = a + o(N-'). In view of (5.35) and (5 .39) this yields rr(a, F, -f;N- !) = 
rr(a, F, - f; N -!) + o(N - 1) uniformly for If;! ~ C and together with (8.8) this 
proves (8.4). The remainder of the theorem follows from (8.8) and expansions 
(5 .33), (5.34), (5.37) and (5.38) with x and r;* replaced by 0 and - x . 0 
The natural parametric competitor of Mas an estimator of f1 is of course the 
maximum likelihood estimator M'. Under the model KF,p, A = (F( • + l1 f1 ), 
F(. - ( 1 - l1)f1)), M' = M/ is the solution of 
(8.9) 11 I; ;"=, (A (Xi + 11M')- (I - 11) L:; ;v=m+l ¢ ,(Xi- (1 - 11)M') = 0 
with ¢ 1 = f'jfas in (4. 1) . Note that, in contrast toM, the estimator M/ as well 
as its distribution under KF,,,,A depend on /1 . 
The df of M/ under KF,,,, A is connected with the power of the locally most 
powerful test for HF = (F, F) against KF,o, A· For fJ > 0, this test rejects HF for 
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large values of the statistic 
(8 .1 0) 
Let rr(a , F, (},~)denote the power against KF .o, A of this right-sided test at level 
a. Suppose that F is a fixed df with density f that is positive and five times 
differentiable on R1 and define 
ft(a, F, (}, ~) 
= 1 _ <l>(u _ -) _ ijif;(ua - ij) [ 24 <3 S W/(t)dt (- 2u + _) 
a YJ 288 N'- {<2 S 1f12(t) dt} ~ a YJ 
(8.11) + _i_ '• s wl•(t)dt {-3(u 2- 1) + 3 -u -5-2} 
N {<2 S 1fl2(t) dt}2 a r; a r; 
+ 48 '4 s W/(t) dt -2 + __!_ {<3 s Wl3(t) dW 
N {<2 S W/(t) dtJ2 r; N {<2 S 1F12(t) dtp 
X {8(2ua2 - 1)- 4ij(Ua3 + 3ua) + 8ij2(Ua2 - 1)- 5ij3Ua + ij4} 
+ ~:: {(ua2 - 1)- ijua - ij2} ] , 
where ij and r k are given by (7.2) and (7.3). 
LEMMA 8.1. Let F satisfy (5 .6) for mi = 5fi, i = 1, · · · , 5, and suppose that 
positive numbers D, D' , c and c' exist such that 101 ~ DN-~, 1~0 1 ~ D'N- 1., c ~ ..< ~ 
1 - c and c' ~a ~ 1 - c'. Then there exists B > 0 depending only on F, D , D' , 
c and c' such that 
(8.12) lrr(a, F, 0, ~)- ft(a, F, 0, ~)I ~ BN - 1 . 
PROOF. The proof proceeds in the same manner as that of Lemma 7. 1 and 
again we omit the details . Under the conditions of the lemma we find that 
under KF. o. &• 
p CNT2 s !lll2(t) dt}' ~ X) 
= <l>(x - -) - ¢ (x - ij) [24 ' 3 S WI3(t) dt {2(x2 - 1) + 2 -x - if} 
r; 288 N '- {<2 S W12(t) dt} t r; 
(8.13) + _i_ ' 4 S Wl4(t)dt {3(x3 _ 3x) + 3 -(x2 - 1)- 3 -2x + 5 -3} 
N {<2 S W12(t) dtJ2 · r; r; r; 
- 48 ' 4 S W22(t) dt -3 + __!_ {<3 S W/ (t) dt}2 {4(x5- 10x3 + 15x) 
N {<2 S W12(t) dtJZ r; N {<2 S W12(t) dW 
+ 4ij(x4 - 6x' + 3) - 8ij2(x3- 3x) - 4ij3(x2 - 1) + 5ij4x - ij5} 
+ 36' • {- (x3- 3x ) - ij(x2 - 1) + ij2x + ij3}J + O(N- t) . Nr22 
The remainder term is uniformly O(N- !) for fixed F, D , D' , £ and £'. T his ex-
pansion yields (8 .12). 0 
Note that the expansions (8.12) and (8.13) are valid also for negative values 
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of fJ, but that the right-sided test considered here is not locally most powerful 
against these alternatives. 
If the conditions of Lemma 8.1 are fulfilled and if, moreover, f is strongly 
unimodal so that ¢ 1 is nonincreasing, then we can establish the connection 
between rr(a, F, fJ, .:l) and the df of Ma' by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 
8.1. Writing PF , p.~ for probabilities under KF , p . ~ and taking (} = -~N- • we 
find that 
PF, o .~(S~ < 0) ~ PF, ,,. ~(Ni(Ma' - fl) ~ ~) ~ PF,o.~(S~ ~ 0). 
In view of (8.12) and (8.13) this implies that uniformly for In lxl ~ C, 
(8.14) PF. ,,.~(N'(Ma' - p) ~ ~) = I - rr(a, F, fJ, .:l) + O(N- 1), 
1 r 3 ~ W13(t) dt a=!- 6{2;.-;vp- {r2 ~ W12(t) dt} ~ ' (8.15) 
Pp, ,, .~({r 2 N ~ W12(t) dt} '(Ma'- p) ~ x) 
= <l>(x) - ¢(x) [ -~~ '3 ~ W13(t) dt (x2 + 2) 
288 Ni {r2 ~ W12(t) dt)1 
(8.16) _ ~ '• ~ W1•(t) dt (5x3 _ 3x) + 48 '• ~ W22(t) dt x 3 
N {rz ~ W12(t) dt} 2 N {rz ~ W/(t) dt} 2 
+ __!__ {r3 ~ W13(t) dtV (x5- 4x3- 12x) - 3N6rz. (x3 + x) l 
N h ~ W12(t) dtJl r2 _ 
+ O(N-~). 
We have already remarked that the df of (Ma' - fl) under KF. ,, .~ depends on .:1 
and thus the same problem arises that we encountered in Section 7, viz. to 
determine the "right" .:1 for which M and M' should be compared. It is easy to 
see from (8.16) that the value .:1 = .:1° that is least favorable forM' in the sense 
that it minimizes (maximizes) PF, ,,, ~({N.2(1 - .2) ~ W/(t) dtp(Ma'- fl) ~ x) for 
positive (negative) xis given by 
JlO = ..{ - {A( I - .2)P ~ W13(t) dt X 2 + 2 + O(N-1). 
4N' {~ Wl2(t) dt}~ X 
However, we shall not take .:1 = .:1° as a basis for comparing M and M' but we 
shall simply choose .:1 = ..{ instead . We advance three reasons for doing so. The 
reader who does not find these reasons sufficiently compelling should realize 
that we are merely granting the maximum likelihood estimator a slight additional 
advantage. 
(i) The second order term of .:1° depends on x just as the second order term 
of .:10 in (7 .5) depends on fJ. This did not deter us from choosing .:1 = .:1 0 as a 
basis for comparison in Section 7, but we feel the situation is slightly different 
there. In Section 7 we were comparing with envelope power and in general this 
means comparing with a different most powerful test for each alternative (fJ, .:l). 
This being so, there seems to be little reason not to choose the least favorable 
testing problem for each value of fJ, i.e., to take .:1 = 110 • All we are doing is 
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locating a curve (8, .:l0(8)) of least favorable alternatives in the set of all alter-
natives (8, .:l) and comparing with envelope power on that curve only. 
Our attitude would have been different, however, if in Section 7 we had been 
comparing with the power of the locally most powerful test rather than with 
the envelope power. The locally most powerful test is of course independent 
of 8 (cf. (8.10)) and for every fixed .:l we would therefore be comparing with a 
single fixed test for all 8. In this case it would still be reasonable to choose 
.:l = A which is least favorable to first order, but if ~ W13(t) dt =1= 0, it would 
seem to be rather extreme to compute the power of the locally most powerful 
test at each 8 for .:l = .:l0 = .:l0(8) which is least favorable to second order in this 
case too. After all, for every fixed .:l there would be a single locally most power-
ful test that does better than that for all values of 8 except the one for which 
.:l0(8) = .:l. It is precisely for such sets of alternatives (.:l fixed, 8 unknown) that 
the locally most powerful test is designed and it seems unrealistic to assess its 
performance only for a different one-parameter set of alternatives (8, .:l0(8)). 
The present problem for the maximum likelihood estimator is of course very 
similar to the one for the locally most powerful test. Again the choice .:l = .:l0 
depending on x appears to be rather extreme because for every .:l the df of the 
maximum likelihood estimator is more concentrated around f1 than this choice 
would indicate at all but at most two points. 
(ii) Even though, in general, the distribution of M/ under KF.p,& is not sym-
metric about fl, most reasonable measures of dispersion are built around the 
distribution of JM/ - fll rather than (M/- fl)· It is clear from (8.16) that 
PF ,p, 6 ({NA(1 - A)~ W12(t) dt)'JM/- fll ~ x) is minimized by .:l = A + O(N-1); 
it is also obvious from (8.16) that it makes no difference for our asymptotic 
results if we take .:l =A instead (cf. the remark following (7.5)). Hence .:l =A is 
the "right" choice of .:l for our asymptotic comparison of M and M', provided 
that the comparison is made on the basis of the distributions of JM- fll and 
JM'- fll· 
(iii) Our final argument is the rather more pedestrain one that any choice of 
.:l other than .:l = A + o(N-~) would to a certain extent destroy the simplicity of 
the main results in this section. We shall elaborate points (ii) and (iii) after 
proving Theorem 8.3. 
We now substitute .:l = A in (8.14)-(8.16) and find that a reduces to a as 
defined in (8.2) and that the expansion on the right in (8.16) becomes 
(8 .17) 
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We have proved 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose that F satisfies (5.6)for mi = 5ji, i = 1, . · ., 5 and that 
f is strongly unimodal. Let e and C be positive numbers and suppose that e ;;;; ,{ ;;;; 
1 - e. Then there exists B > 0 depending only on F, e and C, such that 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
sup 1n~c IPF,p,;,(N~(M/- f.L) ;;;; ~)- {1- 7!'(a, F, -~N-~, -<)} 1 ;;;; BN- ~ , 
sup 1x 1:;;c IPF,p,;,({A(1- .<)N ~ W12(t) dt)2(M/- f.L);;;; x)- L*(x) l ;;;; BN-~. 
There is no unique natural measure to assess the performance of the estimators 
M and M/ on the basis of the expansions (8.5)-(8. 7) and (8.19) and con-
sequently there is no unique natural definition of the deficiency of M with respect 
to M/ either. Let us, for a moment, indicate the dependence on the sample 
size N in our notation and write MN and M;, N forM and M/. For any real ~ 
we define the deficiency DN(~) of the sequence of estimators { MN} with respect 
to the estimator M;_ N by equating the df's of (MN+D N - f.L) under PF ,p,J. (or PF,p) 
and of (M;, N - f.L) under PF,p,J. at the point ~N-~, thus 
(8.20) PF,p(MN+DN- f.L;;;; ~N-~) = PF,p, ;, (M;, N - f.L;;;; ~N-!), 
with the usual convention that the probability on the left is defined by linear 
interpolation for nonintegral values of N + DN. Of course, one will normally 
not be inclined to judge the performance of { MN} with respect to M;_ N on the 
basis of DN(~) for one value of~ only, but rather on the behavior of DN(O as a 
function of~- In our asymptotic study this will not make any difference because 
the expansions for DN(~) will be found to be independent of~-
Turning to the corresponding tests, we let dN(o:, 8) denote the deficiency in the 
usual sense of the locally most powerful rank test (or its approximate scores 
version) with respect to the locally most powerful test for the problem of testing 
HF = (F, F) against KF,o, J. = (F( • + M), F( • - (1 - .<)8)) at level o:. Since we 
shall be concerned with negative as well as positive values of 8, we note that for 
positive (negative) 8 the tests involved reject HF for large (small) values of the 
statistics given in (2.2) and (8.10), where the scores in (2.2) are exact or approxi-
mate scores generated by - w1. 
Let ~ be given by Definition 7.1 and define 
_1. ~ W14(t) dt _ .3., 1 '\' N a2(W (U. )) 
4 {~ W12(t) dtJ2 4 + ~ W12(t) dt ..: ... n=1 1 J'N , 
(8 0 21) _1. ~ W14(t)dt - .3. + 1 ~1--~-l(W'(t))zt(1- t)dt 
4 nw12(t)dtJ2 4 ~W12(t)dt N 1 ' 
_1_ ~ W14(t)dt _.a 
4 n wl2(t) dtJ2 4 
+ 1 '\' N E (w (U. ) - W ( j ))2 ~ W/(t)dt "-'J=l 1 J;N 1 N + 1 
THEOREM 8.3. Let dN(o:, 8) be the deficiency of the locally most powerful rank 
test with respect to the locally most powerful test for testing HF against KF,o,;, at 
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level a. Let DN(~) be the deficiency of the Hodges-Lehmann estimator associated 
with the locally most powerful rank test with respect to the maximum likelihood 
estimator for estimating f1 under K F,p., J..· Suppose that FE ~ and that f is strongly 
unimodal. Let c, C and e: be positive numbers and suppose that c ~ 1 ~1 ::;; C and 
c ~ A ~ 1 -c. Then there exist positive numbers B, 01, 02, ... ' with limN~oo ON= 0, 




I DN(~) - dN(~, -~N-t)l ~ ON' 
IDN{~) - DN,11 ~ ON' 
IDN(~)- DN,21 ~ON + BN-~ ~ ~-!i- 1 (W/(t))2{t(1 - t)}' dt. 
If in the locally most powerful rank test and in the associated estimator, the exact 
scores are replaced by the approximate scores aj = - W1(jf(N + 1)), then (8.22) 
and (8.24) remain valid and (8.23) is replaced by 
(8 .25) I DN(~)- DN, 31 ~ON. 
PROOF. Since ~ c Y , the conditions of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 are satisfied 
and (8. 5)-(8. 7) and (8.19) provide expansions for the df's of the estimators con-
sidered. Substituting the appropriate expansions in (8.20) and proceeding exactly 
as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we arrive at (8.23) and (8.24) for the estimator 
associated with the locally most powerful rank test and at (8.24) and (8.25) for 
its approximate scores version. 
Turning to the corresponding tests, (8.4) and (8.18) clearly imply that for nega-
tive values of~ the computation for obtaining an expansion for dN(a, -~N-~) 
is precisely the same as for DN(~). In view of (8.23) and (8 .25) this computation 
determines the deficiency up to o ( 1) and hence 
(8.26) for -C ~ ~ ~ -c. 
For positive~' dN(a, -~N-~) refers to testing for negative shift and therefore to 
the left-sided tests rather than the right-sided tests whose powers appear in (8.4) 
and (8.18). Since the powers of the left- and right-sided versions of a test sum 
to 1 if their significance levels do, we find 
(8.27) for c ~~~C. 
Note that (8 .26) and (8.27) hold for exact as well as approximate scores and that 
the remainder terms are uniformly o(1) for fixed F, c, C and c. 
It remains to show that a may be replaced by~ in (8.26) and (8.27). If we 
take A = A in the power expansion for the locally most powerful test in Lemma 
8.1 and compare the result with the power expansion for the most powerful test 
in Lemma 7.2, we see that the terms of orders 1 and N- ~ agree and that in the 
terms of order N- 1 only certain coefficients differ. Moreover, for A = A the 
conditions of Lemma 8.1 are identical with those of Lemma 7 .2. This means 
that if we replace the most powerful test by the locally most powerful test in 
Theorem 7.1, then the theorem will remain valid if some of the coefficients in 
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d v, o are changed. Thus, under the conditions of Theorem 7. 1 there exists, for 
exact as well as approximate scores, an expansion for dN(a, 8) with a bounded 
derivative with respect to a and a remainder term o(1). This statement remains 
correct for -CN- z ~ 8 ~ -eN- '- because the power expansions in Lemma 8. 1 
and Theorem 5.2 are valid for negative 8 too (cf. the remark in the proof of 
Theorem 8.1) so that the only change in the expansion for dN(a, 8) is a change 
of sign of u" to account for the switch from the right-sided to the left-sided tests. 
Noting that c ~ 1~1 ~ C and that a = ~ + O(N- !) we find that we may indeed 
replace a by ~ in (8 .26) and (8.27) without affecting the right-hand side and its 
uniformity for fixed F, c, C and c. This proves (8.22) and the theorem . 0 
A number of comments should be made at this point. First of all we recall 
remarks (ii) and (iii) in our discussion earlier in this section concerning the 
choice of 11 for which M and M' should be compared . Suppose we define defi-
ciencies D/(~) by 
for that value of 11 that minimizes the right-hand side. In view of remark (ii), 
Theorem 8.3 implies that D/(~) is also asymptotically equivalent to the DN,i· 
Thus our results can be thought of as corresponding exactly to those of ABZ 
(1976) where deficiencies are defined in terms of a positive quantile of the sym-
metrically distributed centered estimators in the one-sample problem. Since the 
deficiency is asymptotically independent of the value of~, we obtain the same 
answers for deficiencies based on reasonable functionals of the distributions of 
N'-IM- ,u l and N '-IM'- ,ul, such as the asymptotic second moment. This agrees 
with what was found in the one-sample case in Albers ( 1974). 
The choice 11 = A. is less obvious in equation (8.20) which defines DN(~). In 
remark (iii) we pointed out that if we would not choose 11 = A. + o(N-'-), then 
our results would become essentially more complicated. The first source of 
trouble is the difference of the significance levels a and a given by (8 .2) and 
(8.15) . Except in the trivial case where ~ W,3(t) dt = 0, we find that (a - a) is 
of the order of N- '- (11 - A.) and a change of the order of N-'-(11 - A.) in the level 
of significance of one of the two tests produces a change of the same order in 
its power. Unless 11 - A. = o(N- It ) such an effect is not negligible for our pur-
poses and this means that it would no longer be true that the deficiency for the 
estimators is asymptotically equivalent in the sense of (8 .22) to the deficiency of 
the parent tests at the same level. In fact a correction term of the order of 
N t(l1 - A.) would have to be introduced in (8.22) to ensure its validity. Note 
that there is no contradiction here with the fact that in the proof of Theorem 
8.3 we could change a to ~ with impunity, because there we were concerned 
with the same change of level for both tests simultaneously. A second unpleasant 
consequence of choosing 11 = 11° (or even 11 = A.+ bN- '- with b independent of 
x) would be that the expansions for DA~) would no longer be independent of 
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.;. By taking~ = ~0 , we would therefore destroy at one stroke the two most 
striking features of Theorem 8.3. 
Next we note that upon formal substitution of a = t and () = 0 the expan-
sions for dN in Theorem 7.1 reduce to the expansions for DN(.;) in Theorem 8.3. 
This shows that for every.; =F- 0, DN(.;) is nonnegative for sufficiently large N. 
In the proof of Theorem 8.3 we indicated how one can obtain expansions for 
the deficiency of the locally most powerful rank test or its approximate scores 
analogue with respect to the locally most powerful test. At that point there 
was no need to produce these expansions, but we shall do so now because they 
may be of independent interest. The simplest way to describe these results is 
the following. In the formulation of Theorem 7.1 change the words "most 
powerful test" to "locally most powerful test" and KF,O,do to K F, 0,, ; change d N,o 
in (7 .8) to 
(8.28) d = _1 [ 4 ~W8t)dt {3(u 2 - 1)- 2r>*U}- 12(u 2 + 3- 2r>* U )] . N,O 4 "8" {~ 1IJ"I2(t) dt}2 a "I a a "I a 
With these changes Theorem 7.1 holds. When comparing the expansions for 
dv in (7.8) with those based on (8.28) we see that the expansions in (7.8) consist 
of three parts. The term involving (2u"' - r;*)2 is due to the fact that compari-
sons with the most powerful test were made for~ = ~o rather than ~ = A (cf. 
the discussion following Theorem 7.1 ). The other terms involving r;* 2 represent 
the deficiency of the locally most powerful test with respect to the most powerful 
test for ~ = A. The remaining terms are due to the transition from the locally 
most powerful test to the two rank tests. All four tests are efficient to second 
order, i.e., for each pair the deficiency is o(N! ), and the reason for this is that 
the terms of orders 1 and N-~ are the same in all four power expansions (cf. the 
discussion following Theorem 7 .I). 
We conclude with one example of Theorem 8.3. For estimating f1 in the 
normal location model (<l>( • + Af1), <I>(· - (1 - A)fl)), the deficiency of either 
one of the Hodges-Lehmann estimators associated with the normal scores test 
and with van der Waerden's test with respect to the difference of the sample 
means is given by 
(8.29) D N( .;) = log log N - ~ + log 2 + r + 0 ( 1) ' 
where r is Euler's constant as in (5.50). Note tha t this expansion is the same 
as expansion (7 . 23) for the deficiency of the normal scores test (or van der 
Waerden' s test) with respect to Student's test for any a . 
APPENDIX 
Expansions for the contiguous location case. In this appendix we provide the 
tools for deriving Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 3 .1. The quantities appearing in 
the expansion of Theorem 3.1 are expected values under PH of functions of 
P1, • • ·, P N and in the setup of Section 4 both H and PI' · · ·, P N depend on 8. 
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Our task is to provide Taylor expansions in 8 with error bounds for these quan-
tities, thus reducing expectations EH to expectations EF while at the same time 
expanding the rv's involved. Since we are only concerned with the models PH 
and PF under the assumptions of Section 4, we suppose throughout that 
XI' · · ·, XN are i.i.d. with common density h under PH and f under PF, where 
h(x) = (I - J..)f(x) + J..f(x - 8) and f is positive and four times differentiable on 
R 1 • Define ~(x, t), p(x, t) and p(x, t) by 
(A. I) (1 - J..)F(~(x, t)) + J..F(~(x, t)- t) = F(x), 
(A.2) ( !) _ J..f(x - t) p x, - ----"--'----~---(I - A.)f(x) + A.f(x - t) 
(A.3) p(x, t) = p(~(x, t), t). 
As in Appendix I of ABZ (1976), these functions are introduced because 
p(Zl' 8), · · ·, p(ZN, 8) under PF have the same joint distribution as PI' ... , PN 
under Pw Our main problem is therefore to expand p(x, t) as a function of t 
around t = 0. 
With cj;i = f 'i' If as in ( 4.1 ), we define for i = I, · · . , 4, 
(A.4) Xi(x, t) = lcJ;i(~(x, t))l + lcJ;i(~(x, t) - t)l 
and for any function q of two variables we write 
(Ji+iq(x, t) 
qi i(x, t) = . . . 
. ox'o(J 
Then elementary but tedious computations yield 
p(x, 0) = J.., 
Po.1(X, 0) = -J..(l - A.)cf; 1(x), 
(A.5) Po. 2(x, 0) = J..(l- A.)(l- 2J..)cf;ix), 
Po ,3(X, 0) =-A.( I- A.){(l- 3J.. + 3A.2)cp3(x)- 6J..(l- A.)cf;1(x)cf;2(x) 
+ 3J..( I - A.)cp13(x)} , 
IPo.II ~ bi X1 ' ' 
(A.6) IPo.2l ~ bh2 + X12)' 
IPo.al ~ ba(x3 + X2 1 + XI3) ' 
I Po,41 ~ b4(X4 + Xs~ + X22 + x/) ' 
where bl' · · · , b4 are positive constants. 
Define rr1 = EHPi as in (3 . 16). 
THEOREM A . I. Suppose that positive numbers C, C' and o:' exist such that 
I; a/~ CN, 0 ~ 8 ~ c:' and (4.2) is satisfied. Then there exists B > 0 depending 
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only on C, C' and<-' such that 
2:: alrri - 2) = 2(I - 2){ -fJ 2:: ai EF ¢ 1(Zi ) 
fJZ 
+ (I- 22)l 2:: ai EF ¢ 2(Zi) 
(A.7) - ~3 2:: ai EF[(I - 32 + 322)¢a(Zi) 
- 62(I- 2)¢ 1(Zi )¢ 2(Zi ) + 32(I- 2)¢ 13(Zi)]} + M~, 
I Mil ~ BN l fJ4 ; 
2:: a/ (rr i - 2) = 2(I - 2) { -fJ 2:: a/ EF ¢ 1(Zi ) 






IM21 ~ BNl (Jc ; 
2:: a/ (rr i - 2) = - 2(I - 2)fJ 2:: a/ EF ¢ 1(Zi ) + M 3 , 
!Mal ~ BNHfJ 2 ; 
2:: a/ EH(Pi - 2)2 = 22( I - 2YfJ 2 2:: a/ E pcp 12(Zi ) + M 4 , 
IM41 ~ BNl fJ3; 
aHz(L: aiP;) = J.2(I- J.)2fJ2a / (2: ai¢1(Zi )) + M5, 
IM5 1 ;£ B{N2fJ',' + N fJ 'i [EP IL: ai (¢ 1(Zi )- Ep¢1(Zi)) l3]l 
+ fJ3ap(2: ai¢1(Z;))aF(2: ai¢2(Zi )) + fJ4ap2(2: ai¢ 2(Z;))}; 
E (J.g(Xl) - 2)4 < BfJ4 . 
/{ h(X1) = ' 
[2:: {Eu lPi - rr ilaJlp ~ ()3[2:: {EFI¢l(Zi)- EF¢ i(Zi WJ!P + BNl fJ6. 
PROOF. Although the proof is very similar to that of Theorem A I.I and the 
relevant part of Corollary AI . I in ABZ ( I976), there are additional complications 
due to the fact that now Po, 2(x, 0) $. 0. We begin by noting that the distribution 
of ~(XI' t) under F is that of X 1 under J.F(x) + (I - 2)F(x- t), so that (4.2) and 
(A.6) imply the existence of B1 > 0 depending only on C' and such that 
(A.I4) i=I, ... , 4 , 
where m1 = 6, m2 = 3, m3 = %• m4 = I. 
Using Lemma AI. I of ABZ (I976) together with 2:: a/;£ CNand (A.14), we 
find that 
()4 
IM1I ~ 24 sup {2:: lailEF IPa .iZi, llfJ)I: 0 ~ li ~ I} 
(CN )t fJ4 B Cs ~ ~4-- sup {NEF IPo,4(Xl' llfJ) I : 0 ;£ li ~ 1} ~ ; 4 Nl fJ4 , 
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JM2J ~ ~3 sup {I: a/EFJPo,3(Zi, vtJ)J: 0 ~ v ~ I} 
~ ~3 (I: a/)t sup {[NEFIPo.lXI' vB)J!)i: 0 ~ v ~ I} ~ ~~~~- NltJ3 , 
JM~J ~ ~2 sup {I: JaiJ 3EpJPo. 2(Zi, vB)J : 0 ~ v ~ 1} 
~ ~2 (I: JaiJ1)' (NBt)! ~ B~~Cl _ N HtJ2, 
JM4J ~ ~3 sup {I: a/EF[2JPo,3(Zj, v8)J + 6JPo)Zi, vtJ)PoAZi, v8) J]: 0 ~ v ~ 1} 
~ ~3 [2(.L: a/ )"(NB1)t + 6(.L: a/) !(NB1) ~ ] ~ (B1 l + B1l)ClNltJ3 , 
E11 c~~l) - )..y ~ B4 sup {EFP~ . 1(Xl' '.)tJ): 0 ~ v ~ I} ~ B1l84 , 
which proves (A. 7)- (A.IO) and (A.l2). To establish (A.l3) we note that 
Jp(Zi, tJ) - Epp(Zi, 8)J ~ BJPo,1(Zi, 0) - EF/'o.1(Zi, O)J 
+ ~2 ~6 2(I - v){ JP0 •2(Zi, vB)J + EFJPn.2(Zi, vB)J} dv. 
Hence 
E11 JPi- rrJ' ~ ~~ E1 .. JcJ'J(Zi) - £p~1(Zi)J 3 + 4tJ6 ~6 2(1 - v)EFJ Po.2(Zi, vtJW dv, 
I: {E11 JPi- rriJ 3}' ~ tJ l I: {Eplcf'J(Zi )- Ep¢1(ZiWJI + 2(B1 + 1)NtJ~, 
and (A. 13) follows. 
It remains to prove (A. I I) . We have 
p(x, t) - A + A( I - A)t¢1(x) - ~A( I - A)( I - 2A)t2¢ 2(x) 
= ~ ~ 6 2( I - v)(Po, 2(x, vt) - Po,2(x, 0)) dv = -~3 ~6 3( 1 - vYP0,a(x, vt) dv, 
and as a result 
(p(x, t) - A + A(! - A)t¢ 1(x )- ~A(I - J. )(I - 2J.)t2¢ 2(x))2 
I 2 I' I 3 I! ~ -~ ~ 6 2(1 - ~;)(Po,lx, vt) - p0,z{x, 0)) dv ' -~ ~ 6 3(1 - v)2p0 , 3(x, vt) dv 
~ JtP' {I t ~ 6 2( I - v)(Po. 2(x, vt) - Po.2(x, 0)) dvJ 3 
+ Ji- ~6 3(1 - v)2P0 , 3(X, vt) dvJ l} 
~ J t J 's' ~6 {JP0 •2(x, vtW + IPo. 2(X, OW + JP0 , 3(x, vt)Jl} dv. 
Similarly, 
Jp(x , t) - A + A( 1 - A)t¢ 1(x) - ~A( I - A)( 1 - 2A)t2¢ z(x)l! 
~ J t J~' ~6 {IPo,2(x , vtW + IPo,2(x, 0)1 3 + IPo,3(x, vtW} dv · 
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It follows that 
aF2(L; a;{p(Z;, 8) + A(1 - A)8cf\(Z;) - tA(1 - A)(1 - 2A)82cj;2(Z;)}) 
~ N L; a/EF(p(X1, 8)- A+ A(1 - A)8cf;1(X1)- tA(1 - A)(1 - 2A)82cf;2(X1))~ 
~ 3B1 CitN28\' , 
ICovF (I; aAp(Z;, 8) + A(1 - A)8¢1(Z;) 
- tA(1 - A)(1 - 2AW¢2(Z1)}, L; a;¢1(Z; ))I 
~ [EFI L; a;{p(Z;, 8) - A + A(1 - A)8¢1(Z;) 
- !A(1 - A)(1 - 2AWsb2(Z; )Jii]i[EFIL:: a;( sV1(Z;)- EF¢1(Z;))Il]* 
~ [(I; la/I)'NEFIP(X1, 8) - A + A(l - A)8¢1(X1) 
- tA(1 - A)(1 - 2A)82¢2(X1) i ~]i[EFII: a;(¢1(Z;)- EF¢1(Z;))I 3]t 
~ (3B1)iCiN8 k' [EFIL: a/¢1(Z;)- EF¢1(Z;))il]*, 
ICovF (I; a;{P(Z;, 8) + A(1 - A)8¢1(Z;) 
- tJ.(1 - A)(1 - 2A)82¢ 2(Z;)}, L; a;¢2(Z;))i 
~ (3B1)1t0N8k'aF(L; a;¢2(Z;)). 
These inequalities ensure that there exists B2 > 0 depending only on B1 and C 
such that 
laH2(L; a; P;)- a/(L:; a;{A(1- 2)8¢1(Z;)- tA(l- A)(l- 2A)82cj;2(Z;)})i 
~ B2{N28 's' + N(J t' [EFIL: a1(¢ 1(Z;) - EF ¢ 1(Z;))I 3]t + N8'i aF(L; a;¢2(Z; ))}. 
Since N()\'aF(L; a1 ¢ 2(Z;)) ~ N 28\' + 84a/(L:; a;¢iZ;)), (A.11) follows immedi-
ately and the proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
COROLLARY A.l. Suppose that (3.1) and (4.3) hold and that positive numbers 
c, C, C', D, c: and c:' exist such that (3.10), (3.19), (4.2) and (4.4) are satisfied. 
Let K, ai, K, ai and r; be defined by (3 .17), (3 . 18), ( 4. 5), ( 4. 6) and ( 4. 7). Then there 




sup [K(x- L; a;rr; ) - K(x- n)l 
x {A(1 - A) L; a/P ., 
~ B{N-l + N - '83[L: {EFisbl(Z; ) - EF sbl(Z;)n'l~ 
+ N - t83[L; {EF(sV2(Z; ) - EF ¢2(Z; )YJiFJ, 
()21 L: a; EF¢2(Z; )/ < BN-1, 
(I; a/)' = , 
I L:;a/1 < BN- It (I; a/)! = , 
82 aF2(L;L;a~~;(Z;)) ~ B{N- 1 + N -i83[L; {EF/¢1(Z;)- EF¢l(Z;WPl~}, 
and all other terms occurring in a0, ••• , a5 are bounded in absolute value by BN - 1• 
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PROOF. In this proof O(x) will denote a quantity that is bounded by B1lxl 
with B1 depending only on c, C, C', D, 10 and 10'. 
We begin by noting that (A.16) and the last statement in Corollary A.1 are 
immediate consequences ofHo1der's inequality, (3.10), (4.2) and (4.4). Also 
fJ2aF2(L: a;¢1(Z;)) ~ 1 + 83a/(L: a;¢1(Z;)) 
(A.18) ~ 1 + 83EFI L: a;(¢1(Z;) - EF¢1(Z;)W 
~ 1 + 83[L: la; I{EFI¢1(Z;) - EF¢1(Z;)I3}i]3 
~ 1 + 83(L: a/)i[L: {EFI¢1(Z;) - EF¢1(Z;)I 3}tp, 
and in view of (3.10) and (4.4), this implies (A.17). For later use we note that 
similarly 
(A.19) 
It remains to prove (A.15). Since (A.15) is trivially satisfied for N < (D/10')2, 
wemayassumethatO ~ 8 ~ 10' so that Theorem A.1 applies. Because of(3.1), 
L: a; 1r 3 = L: a;(rr i - A). In view of the bounds obtained above, we can trun-
cate expansions (A. 7) and (A.8) to 
L: a; rr; = A(1 - A) { -8 L: a; EF¢1(Z;) 
(A.20) + (1- 2A) ~ l: a;EF¢2(Z;)} + O(N83) 
= -A(1 - A)8 l: a3 EF¢1(Z3) + O(N82) = O(N8), 
(A.21) L: a/(rr3 - A)= -A(1 - A)8 L: a/EF¢1(Z3) + 0(1) = O(Nt). 
Using (A.8)-(A.ll), (A.20), (A.21), (3.10), (3.19) and (4.4) we expand 





supx IK(x) - K(x) l = O(N- ~ + 8 k' [EFI L: a;(¢1(Z3) - EF¢1(Z3))13]l 
+ N-183aAL: a3 ¢1(Z3))aF(l: a3¢iZ3)) 
+ N-184aF2(L: a;¢iZ;)))' 
K(x) = <l>(x) - ¢(x) L:t=o akHk(x), 
ao = -(A(1 - A))t N - 18 L: a;EF¢1(Z;)' 
L: a/ 
&1 = a1 - 1 A(1 - A)(1 - 2A)284{l: a3 EF¢2(Z3)12, 8 L: a/ 
a2 = a2 - {A( 1 - A)}t (1 - 2A)283 l: a/EF¢1(Z3) l: a3 EF¢2(Z3), 4(L: a/)i 
1 (1 - 2A)282 L: a,- 3 l: a,.EF ¢ iZ,.), 
12(L: a/)2 
for k = 4, 5, 
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with ak as given by (4.6). By applying elementary inequalities (A.22) may be 
simplified to 
(A.25) supz JK(x) - K(x) J O(N- l + N-l(PEFJI: a;(cp1(Zi) - EF~\(Zi)W 
+ N- l(Pa/(I; aicp2(ZJ)). 
With the aid of (A. 7), (A.20) and the bounds obtained in the first part of the 
proof we now expand K(x- I; airri{A(l - J.) I; a/J- ~ ) about the point (x- r;) 
and obtain 
(A.26) supz [k(x- {).(I 5 ;;·~ a/P - K(x- r;) [ 
= O(N- l + N- 1&3a/(I; aicp1(Zi))) 
with K as given by (4.5). Combining (A.25), (A.26), (A.18) and (A.l9) we see 
that (A.15) and Corollary A . l are proved. D 
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